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It pay» to raise corn at present prices
ind pays well. And it pays well to raise
H to buy cottonseed meal with, accordHaven
in* to Nels Louis Eriksson of New
tbe
Lounty, Ct. He bas tinished husking
balance of a field of 13 acres, putting in
bis new crib 1000 bushels of ears. He
bas also picked from five acres of sweet
:orn 4o0 bushels, wbich will be sold for
wed, netting tbe owner MO at present
is no
prices, besides the fodder, which
>mall item.
All this corn was raised on land that
Mr.
een t(X> P°or to raise grass.
?...
Eriksson bought this worn-out farm
■bree years ago. It contained 130 acres
tod kept only eight cows and .
marvelous from it
ine returns are
11 ready. It has been brought up where
*team and not *,iuie
the end is not yet. In
iddition to tbe above, Mr. Eriksson beleves be will have a quantity of timothy
eft tor sale in the spring. He remarked
ecentiy in relation to cutting the field
"I believe it tbe best
:orn for bis cows:
hing I could do under the present hirh
I could not afford to let
>rice for grain.
he milk yield shrink. I needed the money
t was bring ng. The corn was hauled to
be barn and put in tbe manger·», so that
Tbe work saved
lone of it ww wasted.
lusking and grinding about two acres,
when the corn began to dry in tbe
ii
ail, and the cows to bolt it undigested 1
topped feediug it and went on to mill

C

^-T8·
AES»*
Vlef.stock'anil

How did I secure such a great growth
By feediu8 the cows cotonseed the previous winter. The field
outaius the nitrogen from ten tons of it.
he milk paid for the cottonseed day bv
ay as it was fed, and gave a profit. This
leld of corn is a by-product aud one that
farmer may well feel proud of. Nor i8
his the whole of the product. I shall
:et eot"fL rai>k grass here for several
That field of three acres yonder is
ears.
m example of what cottonseed meal will
lo for worn out soil after it has been run
hrougb the dairy mill and left its eedi- j
«u the cows' udders
<*uld
αβ°£.οί
1 bat and resembled the soil over the
ence, which I am assured has been
ίθΓ 50 years consecutively,
t7'
k
no man can afford to plow any
nd which
onger. I bad 90 1 jade of manure hauled
iere from the barn as fast as it was made
.nd seeded it to grass. Tbe crop
ustihed the expenditure. 1 got about)
une tons of choice timothy, worth |2(i
I save all the liquid
ir more per ton.
!
» an u re by using absorbents in the drops
,nd never leave any of it about the barns, I
fail to see how this improves it
* I
es, it is spread as fast as it is carted
The only way to deal profitably with ί
hese old Connecticut farms is to give
hem sutth liberal treatment as they have
D

PU°J Τ1'

°n!

134-11.

J. WALDO

tended for this department to Hkhbt D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford l>«m
ocrât. Parla. Me.

Nuggets

Α Β·-97 Medioln· for Bmy Peopl·.
Bria?3 QolJja Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific f>r Constipation, Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Trouble!·. Pimplea. Eczema, Impure
UUxxi. Bal Breath, Sliit'c'eh Bowels, Headache·
It's B"<-Wy Mountain Tea in taban>l BacLurhe
Genuine maJe l»y
let form, 3Γ. cents a box.

has'

lever

known."

the former

Secretary

of

the

Board of Agriculture in onr State, and
alwaya a moat acceptable apeaker on
Grange and agricultural topics. A few
years ago he was obliged to curtail
hia dairy operationa at The Pinea, owing
to the scarcity of competent farm help.
This difficulty is largely overcome
by the return of his eldest son to

Across

now

û»rtiîaCt!i

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at

Copyright.

Holsteins and the blaek and whites will
hereafter be in evidence. Mr. McKeen is
In good demand as a Grange speaker and
worker, and with his home affairs looked
after by his son will be able to respond
more often than he has formerly been
able to. It is understood that Mr. McKeen will be a prominent candidate for
Lecturer of the State Grange at the
election next year, and as it is understood
that the present incumbent is not to be a
the
candidate for re-election again,
chances for Mr. McKeen's success are extremely bright. He would till the place
most admirably, and one of these days
some one may open their eyes to the fact
that be possesses an unuaual amount of
timber from which good State Masters
ire made.—Turf, Farm and Home.

duchess would have a fl—I mean, she
would be horrified."
But when I hoard that Coney Island
was like a klurt of glorified Margate
(which I've never been to. hut only
heard about), with switchbacks an:l all
sorts of shows. I said that mother
would consider it a chapter in the liberal éducation of a respectable British
tourist, and it was decided that we
should dine there. Mrs. Ess Kay had
to do a lot of things before she could
go on to Newport, so we were to shop
all the morning, lunch at Sherry's, rest
in the afternoon and spend the evening

Full Feed Or Half Feed.
The most costly economy one can
practise Is to half feed fattening animals

There may be some
and dairy cows.
inimals about the farm which need only
moderate rations during the winter
months, but fattening or dairy stock
dues not come under that head. The
Farm teams that are not worked do not
require full feed now, but it ii by no
meaus good economy to "rough" them
through the winter. The farm horse
that has used up much of his energy in
the winter is hardly tit to stand six or
sight months of hard work later on. I
iu not believe it pays to feed anything
just enough to keep it alive. With fattening stock gain and profit come in proportion to the amount of food the animal puts to good uae. Fattening animals should have no backset, and the
real money making feeder ia the one who
knows when to feed out high priced grain
with a lavish hand. The dairy cow requires constant liberal feeding. If she
t>e allowed to go even for a month or two
jn scant feed it will take two or three
months to get her back on to a profitable
basis. Regular feeding aud ample feed
ire the things which count, and I have
yet to find the man who ever made any
money out of fattening stock or dairyng on any other basis.—L. C. Brown, in
rribune Farmer.

at Coney Island." Next day we were to
go to West Point, where Mr. Parker is
stationed, and stay there all night for
a cadet ball.
Just as wo had got this programme
settled, and were making up our minds

that that poor, handsome Jim Brett
part -1th something » ace
have loved (for who could have
!
and not love him?) to please ine.
should have liked to write a note
the Manhattan club, where lie had told
me he was employed, to thank him

IhoJ

But he

had sent the

P^ent anony^
if be

monsly. and I felt somehow

as

ο
meant or wished me
knowledge It.
While 1 was wondering what
should do. the bro..,,-lUm,

hadn't

a

ι

shop even larger thrtn Harrod s
Army an.1 N.vy .»"·>· There
lovely things In the

and

not

ones,

like

though

English

«Indole,
or

1 (>ou!tln t

^o-

even

Ufll

■

As soon as I saw the notion counter
I knew why they bad named it that,
only it would be still more expressive
If it were called the imagination counIt was lovely, and looked like
ter.
thousands of little Christmas presents

spread out for eve»·}'

one.

There were a great m my pretty people buying things at it, and in most of
the other departments where I went
with Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally, but
when I admired them, and the sweet
blouses they wore and the way they
carried their shoulders and hips, Mrs.

Ess Kay sniffed and said there was
nobody in New York now—nobody at
all who was worth looking at and
wouldn't be till October, except those
who were Just In the city for a day
When I
or two of shopping, like us.
that'these charming beings
In white muslins and summer silks
nileht be here in that way, she did not
think it at all probable.
"IIow can you tell?" 1 asked. "They
look just as nice as we do."
Indeed. 1 thought some of them
looked nicer, but I've been much too
well brought up to make such remarks

suggested

that.
"I can tell, because I don't know
their faces," said Mrs. Ess Kay decidedly. in a tone that gave a capital letter to her last word, and yet Intimated
.hat the poor, unknown (by her) things

«s

couldn't possibly be worth

a

glance.

Now. mother and Aunt Sophy are
It's almost terrible
rather like that.
when they say "Who is she?" But I
shouldn't have expected It to be the

sh°Pplfg·.

49 Head on 56 Acres.
I now maintain a herd of forty-three
pure-bred Hoistein cattle and six borses
jη fifty-six acres, and purchase not one
iollar's worth of feed except a small
imount of balanced rations used to feed
iome of the cows while being officially
tested for milk and butter fat. Next
year I propose to increase my herd to
5fty, and expect to raise plenty to feed
ill. The only products sold from the
farm are milk, stock and potatoes; of the
atter I have usually from 300 to 500
bushels to sell, and 1 have sold $2300
worth of pure-bred stock since Oct. 1,
l!M)7. My milk brings me about $100
per month, besides feeding whole milk to
svery calf born for at least six months.
Of course this system of farming eliminates all pastarage and requires two, and
iometimes three crops from the same
land each season. The alfalfs^ of course,
produces three crops, and we generally
manage to get two and sometimes three
srops for soiling purposes. All animals
ire fed in the stable the year round, with
outdoor exercise every day, and all
manure is drawn and spread upon the
land every other day, and it may readily
be imagined that the land is rapidly increasing in fertility.—Rural New-Yorker.
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Dr. King's
New Discovery

—

J

Remember that s good flow of mill :
great health- means first plenty of good pure wate f
'"for the cow·.

ÎÛt

would be some time, and we made an
meet in half an hour a
what they called the notion couut<*'
hadn't an idea what it was and dJdn t
like to ask because I had asked
many questions already, but I knew
that I could get some one to take me
there when the half hour was up.
When von want everything you see,
but aren't sure which things you want

In another instant he was in my lap.

had ever I teen what New Yorkers seem
to think cool), the butler came In leading
by a leash a perfect angel of a dog, a
little French bull, with skin satiny as
a rii»e chestnut, and eyes like rosettes
of brown velvet. with diamonds shining through them. He had on a spiky
sliver collar, fringed on each edge with
white horsehair, and he came trotting
into the room with a high action of
his paws, dainty and proud, like a

toy
brothel jabbered al»out him excitedly.
"It must l>o Tom Doreinus," said she.
"He's the only man I let you know
well enough on board to take such a
liberty."
I thought of another man she hadn't
wanted to let me kuow, but I rubbed
which felt
my chin on Yivace's ear,
like a wall flower, and kept quiet.
"Cheek of Doreinus." remarked Mr.
"He's a jother from way
Parker.
back. How does he know I.ad.v Betty
I should send the little
likes dogs?
brute off to the dogs' home."

court.

us lunch at a place called Sherat 1 o'clock. On the way, Sally
suddenly exclaimed, "Oh, Cousin Katherine, we must initiate this dear child
into the mysteries of ice cream soda
water, and I'm just yearning for some

give

ry's,

myself, anyhow."
Mrs. Ess Kay gave the direction to
her mechanician, a very young man

with eyes that looked positively ill
with Intelligence and a way of snapping out "all right" when she spoke to
hiin that would make Stan sit up with
surprise If Ills chauffeur did It.
Sally said that the nicest oasie In the
desert

of

Loudon

place where you

was

can

an

American

get ice

cream

soda water, but I had never had any.
aud in the burning heat of the New
York morning, which flung Itself into
the shop like a great wave in spite of
fierce electric fans, 1 could have purred
In pure delight over the piled up lee
cold froth In that tall glass. It tasted

like frozen velvet flavored with strawberries, aud I should have loved to be
an ostrich or an anaconda, so that the
sensation might have lasted longer.
There were no men in the shop, on!j
women, and so pretty that you wondered if there were a notice posted up
over the door forbidding plain ladies
Two or three had yellow
to enter.
hair, yellower than mine, aud Mrs. Ess
Kay said they were actresses, who always came luick to New York in sum
uier to wait for things to turn up. just
as chickens come home to roost, and
that they were supposed to be resting.
1 bad always thought that a banana
made you feel more as If you had eaten a large, elaborate dinner than an.\
other one thing possibly could, but 1
found that an Ice cream soda Is even
more so, and It was lucky for us that
we had another hour's shopping to do
(Mrs. Ess Kay made it an hour aud a
half because I'otter is ouiy her broth
1UU

ft seemed cnicl to interrupt them

stairs.
mo
get mixed up In ber answers to
"Of course, you shall keep the (lo;;, ouce or twice. She said it was very
if you want to," said Mrs. Ess Kay, difficult to understand English people
"uuSefis we fiud out that he's lteen seut on account of their not opening their
of
by fome one undesirable, and then
mouths much when they spoke, and
me to
course the duchess would expect
their accent being so stroug. I found
see that you gave hlin back."
this odd, because we always feel as if.
"1 feci somehow that we shall never
the English language having been
find out." I said, and I hugged Vivace
started
by us, It Is Americans who
he
so hard, without meunlng to, that
have au accent, but it seems that α
didn't mind
gave a tiny grunt. But he
great many people in the States dislike
a Lit and licked my hund with α tongue
the way we talk very much and conof
little
sample
that was like a sweet
sider It extremely afTected.
pink plush.
After all the trouble she had taken.
I was suddenly so happy with my I felt dreadfully not to buy anything
surprise present that I forgave Ameri- of her, but the sunshades were too exca for having Imaginative reporters peuslve, though she said they were
and wasn't homesick for the pony or marked down. I took a Japanese fan
for Rerengaria and her puppies or any- instead, which pops out at you like a
thing.
Jack-in-the-box from a fat red stick,
Vivace went out with us in the elec- and even that was $1.25 when 1
tric carriage, and even Mrs. Ess Kay thought It would be sixpence. On the
had to admire him as he sat straight way to meet Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally
statue of at the notion counter. I inquired the
up 'n my lap, like a bronze
"He's a thoroughbred, any- price of a good many other superlativea ilog.
beautiful things, but they were ail
how." she remarked. "He can't have
cost a penny less than $500, so-whothe anonymous giver Is, he must
be a rich man."
I'm rather hazy about dollars, still,
but wheu I heard that, I felt mysell
that the
go red. I knew well enough
verj
Adam—was
wasn't
giver—who
fur from belnff a rich man. and 1

fountain

er) before luncheon.

"If Mrs. Stuyvesant-Kuox makes me
do that. 1 shall have to go with him—
aud stop with him, too." said i. And
I almost hated Mr. Parker for a mlnut" in spite of the walking stick roses
and the snowstorm of gardenias up

ever

I sat in Uic

la America, 1»' Sally hadn't
same
enough to buy and bow many you can warned me. I suppose It's quite easy
afford It's less confusing to prowl to remember just 400 faces, as you're
Besides, there was an exciting pure there will never be any more,
nlove
feeling of Independence In strolling even if they have children, because
.ilK>;:t encbaperoned in a snop as nig as they're being cut down instead of govillage In a strange foreign city.
ing up in numlter.
1 really did. need a eunshade to go
When we had been for about an
vlth a blue dress of mine, because my hour and a half in the big shop, we d
only light one (if I don't count rather finished all we had to do there and
a common white thing) is pink. I saw
must motor to another farther up. besome Leauties, and 1 wanted to ask the
fore meeting Mr. Parker, who was to

horse that knows he's on show, and
price, but the attendants-who wwe
his tiny head was cocked on one side
girls with lovely figures and their hair
as if he were asking us to please addone in exactly the same flop over
mire him and be bis friends.
their foreheads-were so Interested In
I supposed that the little fellow betalking about a young man they all
longed to Mrs. Ess Kay, and that he knew that it seemed cruel to interrupt
was Ming brought in to bid his misthem, especially as 1 mightn t buy the
tress good morning, but she said quite sunshade In the end. However 1 did
that?'
is
"What
dog
sharply.
venture to si>eak. in quite a bumble
"He's a parcel, ma'am," said the butvoice, by and by. but the girl couldn
Bulkeler, "addressed to Lady Betty
understand a word until I'd repeated
ley. Ile was left at the door by a mes- everything twice. "A sunshade. 0.
colsenger boy, and the label's on his
vou mean one of these parasawls, she
lar."
paid then. "Excuse me. it s yourr EngIn another Instant that little live, lish accent I didn't quite catch at fin=t.
sewed
satin
warm bundle *of brindled
That one's ten dollars and forty-nine
on to steel wires was in my lap, and cents, and this Is eight dollars eighty·
It did seem as if he knew that he was
mine. -The queerest thing was that he
While we were busy doing the dolhad no note with him. On the label- lars into pounds and shillings we got
Just a luggage label tied to his collar- quite friendly, for she was a veiy
was my name, in a strange but very
obliging girl and didn't bear me an>
interesting looking hand, and these grudge for interrupting, though her
words besides: "The dog is now found. friends were going on with their conHis name Is Vivace."
versation and telling such exciting
"Who has sent it to you, Betty?" things about the young man that slit
asked Mrs. Ess Kay, and I could see must have lieen dying to listen.
by her eyes that she was very curious.
However, my girl hardly paid ai
I had Just answered, "I don't know attention to them at all. except Just to
from Adam," when some words of my
I could
■iiimm—
own jumped into my head.
hear myself saying. "I must first find
the dog," and then I knew that the
But
pi ver of Vivace wasn't Adam.
luckily I hadn't thought l>efore I spoke,
so it was uo harm to let It rest at that,
and I just sat and played with my new
while Mrs. Ess Kay and her

ly

as well, and by the
time η very dashing young man, whe
said he was a "floorwalker," had
steered me to the notions. I felt as If
I were the only cheap thing in the
whole shop. To be sure, there wen
some embroidered collars and Amerl

superlatively high

can

flag beaded hatpins

have In our own superiority, although
I dare say I should never have realized
it If It weren't for Mr. Potter Parker
and his perky nose.
It began to be less perky when we
were all settled at a table in a perfectly charming restaurant, the most restful place to eat in that I ever saw. I
can't imagine even a fiend being ill
tempered in it for long, and it was deliclously cool, as if we had come into a
shadowy green wood after the blazing,
brassy glare of the streets.
The big room really was rather like
a wood, so the simile Isn't farfetched

wood, ringed
—an open space in a
around with tall trees bending their
branches low over a still pool. The
soothing brown of the wainscoted
walls gave the tree trunk effect; the
great hanging baskets of ferns and
moss that swung from the ceiling were
the tree branches, and the many roand,
snow white tables with green velvet
chairs grouped closely around them on
the polished floor were the water lilies
with green pads floating on the surface of the

pond.

we had for lunch
In a more or lese advanced state
of frozenness. from the bouillon, ever
so far along to the Ices in the shape of
different colored fruits, toward the
end.
Nevertheless, all of us, except
Potter, drank Iced water Instead of

Nearly everything

was

wine whenever we stopped eating for
an instant or couldn't think of anything particular to say, and the more
we had the more we seemed to want.
There was a kind of Iced water curse
upon us.
It has never occurred to Vic or me
to lie down In the afternoon, though
Bbe tries to sleep a little sometimes if
But when we
ehe's going to a ball.
got home, Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally
took it quite as a matter of course tLat
we would He down before going to
Conev island to dine and see fireThey were
works and other things.
surprised when I didn't want to, but
Mrs. Ess Kay said In that case Potter
would entertain me while they rested.
I told her It wasn't necessary, but Potter wanted me to bet uiy sweet life

He l>egan by offering
were with us.
to teach me some of his best slang,
but as the lesson went on. It turned
out to be rather more like a lesson In
flirtation.
I would have been even more startled
than I was, if I hadn't already had a
little experience on board ship with

appointment to

to go out early, "while It was cool"
(we should all huve been lying about
with wet handkerchiefs on our foreheads at home, and there would have
been special prayers In church if It

bless 'everything in which we are concerned. ns we are certain to be above
reproach. I'm afraid that's quite of
a piece with the calm confidence we

that It was Just the one proposition on
earth for him, so he and Vivace and I
sat in the fountain court while Mrs.
Ess Kay and Sally went upstairs.
Potter was suddenly a changed man,
as soon as he anil I were alone together, becoming exactly what he had
been yesterday when I first ran downstairs and he introduced himself.
lie didn't chaff me al>out my country and make fun of our government
or hint that American men were the
only men living who knew how to
treat women, as he seemed to delight
in dolug when his sister and cousin

teresting than watch her
She had to buy handkerchiefs to begin with, for most of hers had disappeared In the wash at foreign hotels,
and Sally wanted veiling. Th08e
not interesting to me, because they ar·
necessary, and necessaries, llke your
daily bread and such things, are so
dull I said that I would just wander
» Httte. .» they thought ttW

—

a

^Somebody

French

—

Buttermilk is said to be
AtwMd A Forte·, South Paris. giving drink.

extrava-

the dlfferem-e if I were ordered to with
a revolver at my head.
The petticoats and stockings and
belts and lace things and parasols and
especially blouses, were so
thrilling that my heart began to beat
unite fast at eight of them. I felt M
If 1 must have some immediately, and
when Mrs. Ess Kay said that this was
"quite a cheap store." I said to myse
that 1 would do something more in-

Ely's Cream Balm

JOB PRINTING.

perj

buying

good kennel, when It was awMpuP
pv, I said to myself, but this, thoug
it eased my mind In one way, made
the Rift seem all the more

men

—

is.
mcasrUjggTiOUBiH.

on

things that looked like American

A

CURE

Ce.

such an
gant present for me. But the moret 1
thought of it—which I did all the way
down to the ehope-the more 1 thought
it impossible that a man who bad
been obliged to cross the Atlantic
the steerage would even bave a hundred pounds in the world.
had i>erhaps given bim the dog from

savings

were

Oyster Stew|

k

S3t

And, besides, α girl couldn't
go through life dressed entirely in
such things.
However, judging from
the girls I have seen so far, they are
all very rich, except the lower clasees,
and of course it's much simpler to do
without things if yon can just be poor
and give up to it comfortably without
thinking of appearances, like us.
are more.

couldn't bear to think that.be bad
haps squandered some bard earned

fore

Eastern Steamship company.

DON'T LOOK
FOR BARGA1NSI

Water

Vhillipj

by McClmre,

"Say. let's run her over to Coney
Island." lie ut id.
"Oh. my dear boy!" exclaimed Mrs.
The
"Not for anything.
Ess Kay.

—

CATARRH

1906.

[ CONTINUED. J

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Hot

the

the shop was a cheap shop, so there
must he others where even the flowered wrappers and collars and hatpins

By C N. 6 A. M. WILLIAMSON

the

Ancestral acres, and the herd will now be
gradually increased. The Jerseys at The
Pines have given way to the more sturdy

A single pair of horses has done all the
rork on this farm in the past, but a highlass Holsteiu bull will be broken this
'inter to drive with a steer, so
o^er heavy work will be
livided in the spring. The bull will be a
Holmstrr Dur » Company, Nuilison, Wis.
and PreP°tent «ire when
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
vorked and a more speedy planting and
larvest will be made with two teams
Mr.
ban with only one, as in the past.
Eriksson's opinion is his neighbors could
eadily and profitably raise 500 to 3000
bushels of corn each, year in and year
>ut, and he says truly, that if they would
lo so the crop would transform the town
η
more ways than anybody now can
He considers the
enow an>thing about.
arge use of cottonseed meal very profitbis horses and even
ν
-alves, but it is mixed with other ground
grains. He says that by carefully proportioning cottonseed with other feeds it
will never injure any stock, and certainof his
Benefit from Farmers' Meetings.
y tbe thrifty appearance of all
live stock proves his methods are correct
There is a class of farmers who never atThe growing fertility of this farm speaks tend agricultural meetings, and will say
volumes for what may be done by any of the neighbors who go that they might
H. S.. Con- better be at home at work. There may
studious dairy farmer.
South Paris, Maine.
aecticut, in Ν. E. Homestead.
be exceptions, but nine times in ten, the
man who cultivates the wider range of acLine Breeding.
quaintance and knowledge is the one who
will win, other conditions being equal.
Two men were met who were making
For instance, when I attended a farmers'
dairies.
their
with
succeed
phenomenal
meeting a short time ago, one man asked
Portland Division.
Both had selected a breed and type and
how much cottonseed meal it was safe to
if ere staying by it by line breeding their
feed a dairy cow. The reply was that
FIRST CLASS FARE «l.OO.
stock, retaining the same sire for two or five or six
pounds might be fed for short
more generation*, both claimimg that
STATEROOMS φ l.OO.
but three or four pounds for
line breeding is essential if the periods,
judicious
or
Steamships "Governor Dingley"
long periods would be sufficient. He said
are to be
Franklin type and productive qualities
Fuller" leave
he had been feeding eight pounds a day
"Ransom Β
maintained and improved upon. As one
at
week
to every cow this year, and the cows
days ouly
Wharf, Portland,
half
not
does
it
man expressed it,
require
He did not
were giving lots of milk.
7 P. M., for Boston.
more
far
is
success
and
certain,
the skill,
know cottonseed meal fed in too large
it
than
line
blood
to
bleud
breeding
by
Returnlnc
will injure dairy animals.
joes by the constant out-cross plan to quantities
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week concentrate it by uniting families. It That one point picked up at the meeting
ought to more than pay for his trouble
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
seems impossible to organize a group of
in going.—G. C. S., Massachusetts, in
of
a breed or even sift out their
Families
at
sale
on
tickets
principal
Through
New Englaud Farmer.
better qualities and blend into a "onerailroad station·.
ness" that "like will beget like" and
Common Colt Difficulties.
Freight ra'es as low as other lines.
stay prepotent. They cannot succeed
who
The Horde World makes the following
All cargo, except Live Stock, is in-1 like ilart, YVetmore and others,
practise line breediog to establish tpye timely suggestion as to the care of colts
aured against tire and marine risk.
ind prepotency all the time with better- in a recent issue.
J. F LISCOMB, General Agent,
Colts should be looked after carefully
ing herds, and that without loss of size,
Portland, Me.
vitality or health. Our out-cross breed- through the winter months. The two
ing has shown it to be about an impossi- most common causes for poor condition
bility to bring together and into har- will be found to be lice and worms. A
mony a variety of cold and unrelated thorough spraying with some of the coal
bloods without great complications aris- tar lice preparations once a week will
Served at all hours.
ing to defeat the breeder's efforts. Each keep the tirst trouble in hand. For
ne w out-cross brings in new complications worms remedies are common enough;
WENTVVORTH HOUSE,
—more relatives—to increase the crop the trouble is the owners are prone to dei9tt
Paris.
of variations. Breeding back to the sire lay their use until the colts get in bad
South
cuts out this diffusion of blood process shape.
A teaspoonful of pure spirit* of
and concentrates, until the third genera- turpentine in a little milk in the morning
tion is 87 per cent one blood, and pre- before feeding for three or four mornpotency is then a tixed fact, as in the ings, followed by a dose of raw oil will
FOR
the usually do the business. If not, an incase of Gentry's Berkshire pigs
world beaters
just Longfellow blood jection of tea, made by boiling qnassis
no
relahave
until
and
over
over,
they
chips in water will be almost sure to aftives; just one relative, old Longfellow. ford relief.—Farmer.
The matter with several million of the
it quickήτ absorbed.
Orchards Most Be Fertil zed.
dairy cows is mixed, heterogeneous
Gi»e» Relief at One»
breeding of all types and conditions,
constant return to orchard soil ol
The
It cleanses, soothes,
with the influence of their—as worthless
all vegetable matter produced, will keep
heals and protects
Thousands of
—mixed up relations.
up an adequate supply of nitrogenoui
the diseased memcow breeders are unloading what some
which will be annually inbrane resulting from Catarrh and drives one in a rational way attempted to do. material,
creased if the application of acid phosltestores
cannot be fixed as a type
away aCold iu the Head quickly,
Prepotency
Few
in a liberal way.
the Sense:» of Taste aud Smell. Full size until concentrated with close, similar phate is kept up
the amount of these
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid types. Getting a new sire every year to orchardists realize
minorai matters taken from the soil to
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
head the herd simply defeats the very
in the producElv Brothers. 5ft Wturen Street, New York. thing that prepotency is supposed to produce a great tree, or
tion of apples.
establish. Wasn't that quite a sermon to
A good crop of apples will remove
try to remember at an institute?
from the soil three times as much potash
Tribune Parmer.
as a crop of wheat on the same soil, and
while in the decaying vegetable matter
More of Silage.
we can get what nitrogen the trees need,
never
as
discussed
before; the supply of the mineral matters must
Silos were
When you are troubled with your eyes.
it seemed to be a new subject. A great be kept up if we expect to get large and
Have your eyes examined by
many additional ones were built the last perfect crops of fruit—Farm Progress.
summer. Some townships have over one
DB. PAB.VENTEB,
hundred now. Their value and economy
Early Plowing and Water Supply.
seem to Increase in the estimation of the
I asked a successful farmer recentlj
people each year. This year has put
he never had any difficulty in start
tbem to the front as a source of summer why
He replied that be alwayi
feed. Cows summer fed on silage did ing hie crop·».
Co·» Here.
and perfect seedbed; and th< 1
not seem to have known there was a "secured
It prov- perfect seedbed I always get by earlj
Consult rie.
severe fourteen weeks' drouth.
and by repeated workings, usinf
ed to be a cheaper feed than good pas- plowing
Norway, Me.
harrow and th<
tore. Cows fed some silage daily were the disk, the peg-tooth
plowing gives weeds, anc
giving round messes with only a pound roller."andEarly
other debris time enough t(
or two of grain; wben those without grass,
and become otherwise in
silage have been having an eight-pound rot and decay
ration of grain Jaily all summer. On the corporated into the soil. By the time
THS
and the undersoil have beer
AND
averare farm a bushel of silage a day the top soil
al
took the plaoe of two or three acres of knitted together again, capillarity is
the usual six acres of pasture. It seem- work sending water into the seedbedcan ge
WITH
ed as if there is now a unity of opinion just where newly planted seed
W. B., in Net
that ears that go into the silo are all ac- the advantage of it.—C.
counted for in the feed manger, and not England Homeatead.
lost, as once supposed; and so to dispose
of it 's to get best results and escape
Dairy Notes.
husking, cribbing, grinding and after
Look after the water supply for you r
mixing; and that cows fed the year round herd. Impure water Is a source of im
on silage do not "wear out" any faster puYe milk.
Cows never do their bes :
MM AU THROAT AMD
than do those who walk ont their lives when compelled to drink water from ι
Tribune
roaming a barren pasture.
ottara HTtiP SATISPAOTOBY
staguant slough hole.
Parmer.
Do not allow the cows to becomt 1
OS XONKT BKFUHBZD.
frightened. A dairyman says that fron
In figuring dairy profits do not over- actual experience he has lost over one
look the real value of the skim milk and half the butter fat when the fright bai I
We Do all Kind· of....
not lasted over three minute·.
the manure.

the!

muslin wrappers which I could have
had without ruining myself if I had
wanted them. But I didn't, and what
I should like to know is, what does a
girl do, if she's poor and has to live in
New York? Mrs. Ess Kay had said

Lady Hetty

heartfelt welcome tbaa did B. Walker

on practical agricultural topic»
McKeen,
lorreapondenoe
la solicited.
Addree» all communications In

Surgeon Dentist,

J^K.

"SPUD TH* HOW."

MAIN*.

PARIS,

Appreciation of Mr. McKeen.
Among the many loyal Patrons who at·
tend the State Orange In Watervllle recently none received a more hearty and

AMONG THE FABMEBS.

PARK,

Licensed Auctioneer,
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dcrful thnn the first and would ha v.
been a great deal more solemn and dig
nltied and even conventional If the
same kind of wooden balls badn't gone
tearing round like mnd squirrels in
wire cages over the cou η tore with peo
pie's money shut up Inside them. There
tali
were very young youths sitting in
balls on
pulpit things, who caught the
the fly in a sporting way and did some
see
thing to them, but I never could
what, and afterward sent them bnck
with the greenback bills Inside turned
Into silver and pretty min-

miraculously
iature

pennies.

was
When we got to Sherry's, Potter
1
watting for us and looking cross.
think persons with turned up nos«s
the
show crossness more easily than
other kind, and Potter had the expres
her
siou Id his eyes that Vic has when
shoes arc tight and mother is in a
I
trying mood at the same time.
shouldn't be surprised if he has a horrid temper, although he thinks of so
he is
many funny things. And though
so nice to me, he can't help saying
he
things sometimes which show that
has a prejudice against England. Thai
one
seems extraordinary, and shows

English really are.
how conceited
idea
for one'ls quite accustomed to the
that there may be people who don't
that
care for Americans, but it Is odd
Amerluuis may not like us. I suppose
in
It's on a par with the sentiments
when outour national anthem, which
comes to analyze them don't exactly
suggest a sense o! give and take—or.
we

for thnt matter, a sense of humor.
"Confound their politics, frustrate
but naturally
and flowered ι their knavish trlclu,"

At home I've often
Doremus.
thought It must be very pleasant to be
out and able to flirt, but I never had a
chance, l>eeause, as Vic said, it was
her turn first, and the only young man,
Mr.

relation, that I ever talked with
-lone was the curate, who would as
soon have tried to flirt with a bishopess as with one of mother's daughters.
But I like Mr. Doremus' kind of flirtation almost better than Mr. Parker's.
Mr. Doremus makes you feel as if you
were a beautiful young heroine in a
play, and you are almost sorry there
not a

Is no audience to applaud the wlttj
things he says and the smart answers
he inspires you to think of. Just as if
he wore giving you u cue.
Potter is different, and Instead of an
audience you want a kind of perpetual
chaperon, not a Briareus creature with

lots of hands to applaud.
It Is silly. I know, to blush and simper, but 1 couldn't think of anything
else to do, Potter was so alarming, and
I wouldn't allow him to tell my fortune by my band, for It was much too
hot. Even If It hadn't l>een I shouldn't
have wanted ray hand held, for I do
hate being touched by any one I'm not
fond of. When I told 111 m that he said
it was very simple. What I had to do
was to get fond of him, and then It
would be all right
1

RUilll

il.

L

uatc

uimvi

»»

α.ιΜ

1

OT..W-

"There'll be too much for uie to think
alwut, and then I shall be «oing home."
"How long does It take an English
girl to get fond of a man?" said he.
I told him I dkln't know anything
about that, as I wasn't out, but I supposed it depended on the kind of girl.
"I guess it depends more on the man
In your climate, doesn't it?" asked Potter. "But over here it's sometimes a
question of hours for both sides. Why,
a chum of mine went out to San Francisco on business which was going to
keep him Just one day He met a girl
at dinner, fell In love with her while
she was eating her soup and told her
She
so before dessert came along.
vacillated over the ice cream, but said
Next
yes with the peaches and pears.
day they got married, and he brought
her back east for a weddiug trip."
"What did they do about the banns?"
"Oh, Americans have doue away with
banns since the Revolution, I guess.
When we fellows fall In love we're In

a

hurry."

1
"Marry in haste, repent at leisure."

quoted primly.

"We don't repent. We Just got a di
It saves worry. Inconipntihll
ity of the affections or fatty degeneration of the temper or something like
I doi.'t ueed to talk of such
vorce.

that—but
thiugs to you.

Nobody who got

a

prize

like Lady Betty Bulkeley
would part with It while he had a but'
ton left on his coat."
*T don't see what buttons would
I
have to do with It,'' I Bald, but as
been sent out of the room
had

package

always
at home directly any

one

began

even

*λ.Λ

BINDS STATE

AND GOVERNOR

Sovernor Feroald's Oath of Office

a

Solemn Covenant

HIS MESSAGE TO LEGISLATURE
Great Complexity

of

Problem·

In

to

Be

Moral and Economic Field·

Ar.llnnru

avrU)niil

for 1909 are 13.856.343 29.
The estimated ordinary expenditure·
for 1910 are 13,738,761.42.
It should be remembered that while
we have a large rash balance at this tlm·
much οf this win he used in the next
few months for current expense·, or before the state receives revenue from any
VVIillt It Is a matter
available source.
of gratifying pride that we are Increajgliouki practice
in£ rapidly In wealth.
th<· same careful-economy that has won

approval of the citizens In the past. In
uslnir (his term "practicing economy." Γ
wish you to understand that I employ It

In the broader sense which means to
'dejl liberally with all." to stint no Institution or state function but to keep
within the rcni>»nable limits of our ability: to expend our mon«v wisely; to se·
that we iret η good return for our expenditure* and to live so that we may
pa> o.;i debts without placing heavier
burden* upon th.- tax payers.

Conservation of Our Resources.
Since the legislature 0f 1907 adjourned
Re- the Supreme Court of Maine In response
of
Condition—Conservation
to a
request of the Maine senate, has
ConsiderEarnest
published «η opinion affirming that the
Demand·
source·
legislature can legulate the cutting of
ation—State Institutions In a Most logs on wild lands This opinion was welby the president of the L'nlted
comed
Satisfactory Condition
States as an Important and formal declaration in favoi of the publie rights In
public resources which ownership doe·
Augusta, Me., Jan. 7.—In his not alienate. In the past two year* hismessage to the legislature today Gov- tory hr.» been making along these line·
8olved—State Finances In Excellent

Fernald says:
oath of office taken here today In
the presence of the people of Maine Ha?
become u solemn covenant binding then)

ernor

The

and me.
Behind us both, as a guide and a protection of that covenant. Is the constitution of Miilne, which l>oth the legislaof
tive and the executive department»
hnve now sworn to oh
this

government

I'nder the provinerve and to cherish
sions of that constitution, the powers
divided into
were
this
of
government
three distinct department»·, legislative
executive, and judicial, with the exno person
press declaiation therein that
belonging to one department shall ex
either oi
to
relet- the powers belonging
Against any usurption of
the others.
the
prerogative, against overstepping
dividing line between your duties and
of
mine. 1 hereby give you the pledge
and with
my solemn purpose thereto,
exact
the
1
siiull
that
the notification
And also
same obligation from you.
n
In order to emphasize the importante
this principle of good government, and
further to define the duties and powers
of the executive department under thcs<
lections which relate to

a

distribution

o.

call to your attention
the apt expressions of a few of the earlier chief executives of our state upon
which
<|uestlon,
this same important
to me to serve us «ο fitly both
seem
I
that
beg
you
to counsel and admonish
to hearken to then» today as to the volt··.·
of wisdom from out the past.
Standing here sixty-eight years ago
today Governor Kent. distinguished alike
to
as a lawyer and un executive, stiid
••Thisboth branches of the Legislature:
provision for the distribution of power·
between the dlstltv-i dopait ments oi ti.
government of Maine, and t! ·- d> (ΐηΙΜυ:).·
of the functions of th·· same would restrain mi tr im attempting to di tatdirect the subjects or the course οΓ ·<·κ
islatiun. but the constitution of Maim
als'i makes It the duty of the governrt
to give file legislature Inform::; Ion ns
to the condition of our state, ami to
recommend to its consl leratlon su.-i
measures as he may Jud^e xpdl lit. ::n l
In fulfilling tliis dim tinn I wish to I*
the

same,

may

I

regarded as performing a duty strict!;·
enjoined upon me hy my guide nn.l di
rectory In the discharge of my dut/, uni
1 ask ond desire for my views no ·ΐίιοτ
Wight of iniluenee but such as they nrn

conupon full and so'
In my opinion, the great
of
oui
feature
government
characteristic
is to lie found In this i-nii-ful
and Jealous distribution of power and
and decisive admonition t"
solemn
this

be entitled
sideration.

to

each department to keep strictly within
Its own limit and to beware of infringing upon or assuming th· power right
fully belonging to another. W ith an un
doubting assurance that the rights, pow
ers. and responsibilities conferred oil th·
executive will not up«>n your part be in
terfercd with or assailed, I can .issur·
you that it will be my pleasure, us It
Is my duty, to leave the legislature and
all other departments to the free, full
and uninterrupted performance or the
orilnlnixl

linon

lllfm

Lot Morrill's View.
Exactly fifty yeare «ko. to α day. Gov
ernor Lot M. Morrill ulso stood In till*
"The checks provide
plane, tinil sal·]:
not only In the two distinct bian.heof the legislature, but also In the n.tr
Uclputinn of the executive In.II ate with
what Jealoys care these Important functions nave been fuarded."
Governor Enoch Lincoln In 1827 re.
duties appropriate exclusively to
'«rr*dJ°
his office, and Governor Hubbard wem
farther than this and even declared th-n
•opinions formed Hnd acted upon und
the Influence of party dictation or un l«.
that of affiliated societies, whether poli
tlcal. moral, or fanatical are dan«eroii-

to our liberties and subversive of demoIf these quotation»
cratic principles."
from the fathers of our stnte serve t.i
of oui
a
us
clearer
underHtandlnK
give
respective line of duties, they hav.
there
served my purpose.
Starting
fore, with this understanding that you dc
your woik and that I do mine, each In
helpfulness to the other, let us consider what are the duties that press upon
us. and the Importance of our consecraI
tion to a high estimate of the same.
do not believe It Is necessary for me to
suggest that theso duties are solemn
You know, as well as I
and potential.
that the consequences of vicious, hasty,

out',

and Ill-advised legislation may be

a

blighi

upon a state for y<ars and years i.
come: while the fruit*· of wise and beneficent laws make states happier and bet·
I beg 0f you. hbwever. to consider
ter.
1,
this phase of your duties seriously.
™an here who looks upon
his oath of office taken before God an.l
man, a." of small account, let me bet;
U ™y man
h,s v,ews
there be who assumes his flist duty tc
be to his political party und his secon·)
duty to his state. let me be* him U,
This is not the proper Held for
desist.
an exploitation of party prejudices or ol
The
personal and political ambitions.
gravity of the duties here Imposed callfor η I,teller estlhato of our service than
and constitutes an appeal to th»
this
patriotism of every man. In such degree
will ungrudgingly B|nk himself
he
that
Mid his party. In a devotion to the service
"f the whole people.
I need not say that large issues con-

ΰ1!"' ^

front us. Rarely has a legislature faced
Kreater complexity of problems In both
moral and economic fields of legislation
Your solution of some
than does yours.
nf them mav determine the policy of

π

state for years to come and be the
of setting her face either toward*
progress or decline. It Is not much legls
latlon. but wise legislation that we need
A fearless regard for the rights of th··
people Is required of each of us. The
pro,)loni1' demands our
Whole time and requires that our service be In the very spirit of the religion
I believe. in ail
of our better natures.
solemnity, as I doubt not you do. that
he Lord has this nation and this state
In HU holy keeping, and that He will
lead us by His kindly light as He has led
Reliance on Him. .-on
us until now.
ndence in ourselves, determination to
be swayed from what we believe to be
means

lh«»y ?. ,heS°,

light, neither by wealth nor by power
by any Influence or combination ot
,hat
muy b0 brou*ht against
us. will carry us through to such an embodiment of justice Into law that we
shall not fall to justify our service allk«
to our consciences and to our constituennor

hat'
to mention divorce, I thought 1
better go upstairs and dress for dinner
at Coney Island. Mr. Parker begge·'
I
would, and Vivait» cies.
me not. but
Im
A Proeperou· Two Years.
barked as If he were under the
si
It Is hardly necessary for me to say
pression that he was a watchdog,
wlthon that our stale has been very prosperous,
thanks to him I got away
the past two years, and that our tlnan
Our total
trouble.
ces are In excellent condition.
bonded Indebtedness is but six hundred
ninety-eight thousand dolars
no part of which will fall dur du>in)( thlt
II administration,
on December 31. UN
>USD.
CON
HK
]
t',1
(ΤΟ
there was $5«x.534.44 cash In the tr.ashmv
uiy. Wt
paid three hundred nfnet
Time's Change··
five thousand dollars <$3.·5.υοο> on tl.·
twr
"Before we were married you said bonded Indebtedness In the past
Ail but two hundred slxtv-elghi
you'd lay dowu your life for me." she jears.
thousand three hundred dollars ($268.3y<i
sobbed.
of our present U, ided ln<lebtedness, η
"I know It," he returned solemnly, bearing Interest at the rate of thre.
so
Is
flat
fonfounded
tiny percent and while none of our bonds ma
"but this
tuie before 11*11. I would advise purchas
there's no place to lay anything down."
ing them, from time to time, as we car
—Harper's Bazar.
make the purcha»es on a reasonable bas
r'ie pr -sent valuation is $428,212.
The Magnet.
4Co 00, showing an increase of $33 479
of 1906
over that
•
4i5
00
"Yes, she advertised for a husband
The total receipts for the years 1907·!
•nd got 2,700 replies."
were $6.298.262.48.
She must have adver"Gracious!
The total expenditures for the sanx
years were $6,327.689.06.
tised herself as very beautiful."
The estimated ordinary receipts fo'
"No, she didn't. She Just said she 190H are $3.964.440.82.
had $7ϋΰ In the bank."—Kansas City
receipts foi
'*** estimated ordinary
1910 are $3 809.393.82
Independent.

end the various congresses for conservation and Irrigation and the gatherings of
been
governor? of states which have
have
held in 1908,
developed
public
thought along the lines of th· welcome
opinion of our Maine supreme court. I
am persuaded that the waste of public
equity, notably In our forests, makes It
imperative that the present legislature,
should at least make a beginning In th·
and
direction of state forest reserves
state water storage. From year to y*ar,
the nation has gone on. hit or miss, our
rivers have shrunk, and our forests hav«
been invaded so that, from one end of
the country to the other, there Is reasonable alarm. Exhaustion of natural resources, of water power and forests would
be a grave disaster to corporations as
well as to the people. Floods wast· and
destroy In the spring, and In midsummer,
autumn and winter we go dry. Unless
we preserve the forests on our mountain
and hillsides the soil will be carried by
the heavy rains Into the valleys and th«
forever desolate.
mountain slopes be
Thousands of acres in other countrlee
now
desert were made such by wast·
and pillage of wild lands. To preserve
and cultivate the forests at our river
headwaters, seems to me to be our Imme-

duty.
the
that
Accordingly I recommend
legislature authorise end create a state
devis·
to
commission,
water supply
plans for the development of our water
power, under ultimate state ownership
and control, so far as Is practicable. This
is no new matter. Since July 12. 1907,

diate

there has been such a law on the statut·
book" of New York state, operating under expert direction. The Empir· 8tat·
a venr -igo ovne»l 1.51%.450 acres of public land, of which upwards of 96 percent
In his message
wis In the Adirondack*
of Jan. 1, 1908, the governor of New Yorlc
eeoinmcnde.l that the state of New York
xt-nd its purchases, at the same tlm·
urging' that any effort of private Interrights of
ests to invade the common
these lands should be defeated.

Must Replant Forests.

I'nder state direction the time is at
hand when we must replant forests carelessly destroyed. The state can produce
pine and spruce trees for a very small
sum per thousand. A state water supply

commission naturally would co-operat·
with the Forest and Game commission to
establish nurseries of forest trees.

The work which I commend and which
Is Justified In the state of New York,
should be given to rrn-n who have expert
knowledge of the subject. Skilled engineers. members of such state water supply eommlFiiion. should supply exact Information regarding water powers undeveloped «ml should equip us with Information and advice promotive of public
rights In harmony with vested rights.
The interests of existing corporations
when
and the people are In harmony
properly understood. I agree with th·
"no
that
of
New
York
grant
governor
should be m:ide of watei power privilege» without compensation, nor without
restriction that will properly protect the
light» of the public from whom the prlvl-

leges are derived."
It Is noted that the science of forestry
I» now Invoked in 70 percent of the forest» yet remaining In the hands of the
nation and of slates, while In but on·
percent of forests owned by corporations
forestry has been Invoked. The excellent
record of public forests as distinguished
from corporate forests Is due to th· fact
that forestry in public innds has been
conducted by experts devoted to scientific forestry. The opinion of the supreme
court, enforces the rights of the people
to remilate the "uttlnir <>f logs as against
destruction of forests and I call to your
attention the power thus vested In you,
to be used judiciously for the preservation of your rights and those of your pos-

Our State Institutions.

1 have viated nearly all the state InattI
tutlons within the past few months.
satisfactory,
find their condition to be
and their management a general credit
to the state and to the officials.
L'nder the provisions of what Is known
as the state care act. which becomes operative in I**l0. nil of the Insane of th·
In
state who are now supported
larg·
measure by municipalities are to be supfor
the
ported by the sitate. expense
rame to be paid from the state treasury.
About three hundred people will thus become wards of the state under this act,
|nd this legislature must make provision
for their support. To meet thf requirements, I suggest that one more wing
with a capacity to care for one hundred
and fifty patients, be added to the EastMaine Insane hospital at
ern
Bangor.
This will balance up this institution in
sll Its departments, and complete It In
accordance with Its original design bot':
aa to architecture and to capacity. ThW.
It seems to -je. will meet the state's requlremr-nts (or the coming two* years.
Any subsequent addition to the Insaii·

a

»

hospitals In Maine should be. for tl··.·
present. I believe, on what I:-. kn .vn ·«.·
tTnder this pian,
the "cottage plan."
η
buildings of less expensive ma'.eri 1
be constructed In which harmless pa-

tients can be cared for in such a way us
to rellcv» the at.ite of the enormous ini!'ritial expense entailed In their care.
der piesent conditions, bills for the support of Insane patients aie usually rendered to the town, a few private patients paying directly to the hospit il A
large amount required for the maint»n®ice of the insane, Is collected from the
When
•states or the families thereof.
this new law goes into effect there will
be no available way of continuing thes·
collections according to the present method. and some other method must be devised by you.

Well Directed Philanthropy.

Institutions as the Naval and
the
Military Orphan asylum at Bath.
Maine Industrial School for Girls at Hallowed, the School for the Deaf, and the
School for th· Blind at Portland, and
the State School for Boys at South Portland. are excellent examples of well dl·*
merit
and
rected public philanthropy
the outlay of money required from th·
state for their proper support. Som· of
Such

thes* will require larger appropriations
this year, both for running expenses and
State
The
for needed Improvements.
School for Boys at South Portland ha»
the
past
undergone an entire change
ten years, and when the new stable is
approorlaHon
completed, for which an
will be asked at this session of the legislature. here la one institution, at legist,
complete, and
that will be absolutely
for which I con conceive of no further
future.
In
near
the
requirement
In connection with our philanthropic
work In Maine. I wish to call your attention to the Maine sanatorium at Hebfor the treatment of tuberculosis
ron.
sanatorium,
this
of the lungs. Today,
which Is largely endowed by private philanthropy, Is obliged to turn away many
patients for lack of room The results
obtained there ate surpassed In point of
In
the
recovery by no other Institution
country. I recommend the merits of this
in
the
Institution to youi consideration
way ot

appropriation

and

with

It,

also,

consldeiatlcn of the grave Issues of
tuberculosis as a matter of gener.il legus
islation It may be that It rests with
this disIn this generation to stamp out

a

hesibefore It is too laie I have no
and the
tancy In calling this subject
atMaine Sanatorium at Hebron to your
tention and to urge upon you a consideration of the same.
of
So far as a cursory examination
the condition of the Maine State prison
can go. I And evidences of good manage"*nd
nd a splilt of rn-operntl«n
rial'
A bill will
har r.onv nmonr. Its offi· lûi<
ease

(Continued

on

page four.)'
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Opening

of the
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busy place for a number of days last week with the scenes inAugusta

DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.

JAN. 12,1909.

FORBES,

tiBOKOB M. ATWOOD.

NEW

THE OXFORD BEARS.

was a

cident to the opening of the session of
the legislature and the ioauguration of a I
new state government.
Tbe legislature opened on Weduesday,
when the formal work of organization
In the senate, as had
was completed.
been expected, Hon. Luere B. Deasv of
Bar Harbor was elected president. Frank

G. Harrington of Augusta was elected
secretary, and C. S. Simpson of Portland
assistant secretary.

In the house George G. Weeks of Fairfield was chosen speaker, Ε. M. Thompson of Augusta clerk, and William R.
Roix of Limestone assistant clerk.
The Democrats gave their votes for
President of the senate to Hon. Lindley
Murray Staples of Knox, and for SpeakMontgomery
er of the nouse to Job U.
of Camden.
Much interest centered in the caucus
of Republican members to nominate
state ν Ulcere which was held Wednesday evening. Senator Hastings of Oxcaucus.
ford was chairman of the
There were two contests, for attorney
general and state assessor. The withdrawal of B. L. Smith of Patten from the

Paris η 111.

rirmt Baptlat Church, Be v. G. W. F. Hll, pa»
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:48 A. *.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
T. P. 8. c. E. Tuesday evening.
at :
Prayet Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Coveoefore the 1st
nant Meeting the laat Friday
Sunday of the month at 230 r. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson and Miss Mary
Hubbard went Friday to Boston, where

Beth·).
Thomu DeCoster bu finished teachTtjo week o( prayer has been observed
and has
by anion aervioea with the If etbodlat and log a term of school at Redding
Congregationaliat obnrobea. Tbey bave gone to Bethel 'to take an advanced
been well attended and » deep Interest oourse at Qoold Academy.
The Klckapoo Medloine Co. have
manifested. Rev. Mr. Kewley of Sontb
Paris preached Thursday 'evening.
played here aeven night·, closing WedMrs. Martha Kimball, who baa been nesday night. On the closing night the
drew
working for Mrs. J. C. Billings, bad the holder of the luoky coupon, which Mias
misfortune to fall upon the sidewalk and a watch, was Stanley Damon.
Barbara Rioker reoeived tbe most votes
break her arm.
Mr. Sanborn of Sebago, who baa made for the most popular baby and drew a
bis home with hla daughter, Mrs. WUaoo, silver set.
The remains of the late Joslah Hutchdied laat Wednesday after a long lllnesa
inson were brought here Monday from
lingwood's house, next to the residence and the remains were taken to Sebago Brookton where
he has lived with his
for burial in the family lot.
of Mr. Roscoe Tuell.
Several witnesses were summoned to daughter, Miss Caro Hutchinson. Mr.
Miss Jennie M. Brown is being visited
was
formerly ia trade here
by her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. How New Hampshire oonrt to teatlfy in the Hutchinson
was for years clerk for I. W. Shaw
ard and last Friday the three went to Edwin Wilson case. He was charged and
tbe hardware store. He was a man
visit Ε. H. Brown and family at Rum- with oauslng the death of his little son In
He was

West Pert·.
The free social· which were held lut
winter by the Unlversallet Society at
Good Will Hall will be «gain reeumed tor
this winter, and the flratone was Friday
evening of last week. They will be in
charge of the senior T. P. C. U., an
plays and game· and reading will make
the evenings attractive. Everyone who
I deeires to come is welcome.
Dexter W. Gray and family have mov
ed from the rent in the npper part o
Mrs. Blcknell's house, wheretheyhave
lived for many years, Into Verne M.*

will spend the rest of the winter.
Mrs. Jackson's house here is closed.
The annual roll call of the Baptist
church will occur on Thursday afternoon
aod evening of this week. Following the
afternoon exercises a supper will be
served. In the evening there will be remarks by the pastor, Rev. Q. W. F. Hill,
and an address by Rev. J. W. Chesbro of
South Paris, to which everybody is cordially invited to be preeent.
Dr. M. M. Iloughton, who returned a
few weeks since from the Central Maine
General Hospital after a critical surgical
operation, has been obliged to take her
bed again and employ a trained nurse.
Benjamin Strout, who enlisted a few
weeks since in the regular army and was
sent to New York, is now stationed at
Fort McKinley, Portland, and visited
his family here over Sunday.
Miss Annie L. Parris, who is in the
Central Maine General Hospital at Lewiston, is gaining slowly, and it is now
thought an operation will not be necessary. All of which is due to the skillful treatment and good care she is receiving at the hospital.

they

^Adverttsed leYt'ers

office Jan. 9:

in West Paris

post

C. C. A dame.
Pearl G. Bra*lbury.
Erneet W. Cate.

who was popular and respected.
laat May.
old.
Mr. Alphonse Vandenkerokhoven has eighty-one years and six months
The January thaw gave water In the
been in Boston the past week and Harry
boost and is much apParington has been driving the mail and streams a good
preciated by local manufacturers.
express.
The week of prayer was observed by
Friday evening the North Bridgton
union
and Gould Academy baaket tbe two churches in a series of

Howard Hlcc.
Academy
Mre. Heetor Oldham.
in Bethel and the reOfficers of Onward Rebekah Lodge, ball teams played
was in favor of Oonld, 29 to 10.
sult
No. 29, were Installed for 1909
Monday evening, Bar Haven will be re·
I dav evening, by Mrs. Parwell, District
peated for the benefit of the Bethel
Deputy President, and Miss Jane
a general and
Grand Marshal, both from Bethel. library. There was such
earnest desire for its repetition that the
Officers as follows:
company very generously consented to
N. q—Mabel E. Rlcker.
V. G.-Abble F. Penloy.
give it as a benefit to an object in which
Rec. Sec —Eva M. Swift.
all are interested.
Fin Sec.—Juliette F. Curtis.
The new Masonic Hall la to be dediTreae.—Marietta Willie.
cated Tuesday afternoon.
Warden—Mre. Phlla Shedd.
O. G.—Cora D. Lurtey.
Dlckvale.
Cou.—Emma W. Mann.
I ii.—Marjorte M.
Elllngwojxl.
The much needed rain bas come at last
R. 8. N. G.-Mlldred F.Uavle.
L S. N. Q —Mattie D. Tuell.
and no doubt it is a great blessing to
J. Emmons.
ciiapl*ln—Francena
nearly everyone. Though it is no adΚ s. V. G.—Mary A. Buckuam.
vantage to the rural letter carrier trying
L. 3. V. G.—Maude Richardson.
his route on time.
Miss Lilla Young is at home from the to serve
Greenwood.
H. B. Fuller went to his stable Monday
with
sick
Paris
at
South
School
High
and found his gray mare dead, bad
Since New Year's day came and went
death by not being properly
one week ago, and nearly all have noticAlice Penley went to the hospital choked to
Now let us
ed it in some way, perhaps we might be for surgical treatment about a week ago. hitched, with a neck halter.
use a nose halter or headstall.
excused for referring to it ourself this
W II. Adams is clerking at Lane s all
The sick ones are all on the gain.
morning. The year of our Lord 1909 store and is staying with his el"*»1"'
Word has come from our friend, C. E.
came in so cold and windy that the two Mre. C. Howard Lane, during the absence
Knox, who recently went from here to
men who went up to Twitchell Pond,
that he has just been
was a special meeting of Granite Riverside, Cal.,
cutting ice on that day, soon came back
a basket of oranges
unci admitted that Old Boreas had prov- Chapter, O. E. S., last Thursday evening out and picked up
makes me almost
ed too much for them and they had left (or initiation of new members. Their under the trees, which
the public installation of officers will be envy him. This was a treat Jto Charles
The next morning
the field.
Emery as it would be to yo'ur humble
temperature stood three below, but soon Thursday evening of this week, Jan.
warmed up, the wind having ceased,
Mrs. Lewie M.Mann has been spend- servant.
Don't give up writing for the Demowhen the men went back and finished up I intr a few days in Portland.
crat yet, John, for ail its readers want to
their work and reported the weather just
\ large amount of lumber and log
hear from you. With the cares of a
for comfort.
has been hauled duringthe P"*
with horses, cows, sheep
Soon a rain storm followed, carrying weeks of good sledding, by the farmers family, a farm
and hens, in addition to being an B. F.
off more than half of the snow, so that and lumbermen.
...
D. carrier, I don't get the time of or feel
the wood haulers are out of
now
Esther Frost of Newry is
mood of a good correspondent, but
the
more.
some
have
we
until
and
commission
attending
her uncle, A. R. Tuell,
the business manager has so far put with
Ou the first day of January, 1859, our I school here.
my scribbllngs.
better half and self were united in marCuvier Putnam is troubled with a bad
West Sumner.
by John Larrabee, Esq., which
and shoulder since getting out from
seems to indicate that when the new
Mrs. W. T. Bisbee is In very poor lung
pneumonia.
year came in we were entitled to a goldis doing the house
Miss Ethel
en wedding but since there was nothing
Buck, who has been In Auburn work at A. J. Hopkins
Farrar's while Miss Celia
to make it of we could only mention the a few days, returned Monday.
Farrar works in the toothpick mill.
fact and regret the irony hand of fate.
W E. Doble is confined to his bed by
Mrs. Will Dixon of Farmington, Ν. H.,
The only thing that made the day differ- illness. Doctors Wheeler and Atwood
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Bernard
ent from the one before or after, was the were called Thursday.
Putnam, also doing the work while Mrs.
extracting of a tooth from our own
Mrs Fannie Abbott of South Paris Is
Putnam is recovering from her recent illFannie
mouth.
Mrs.
the guest of her cousin,
ness.
It might be mentioned in passing that L
H. P. Cooledge is working for Bert
if the wife of the West Bethel correDeacon Moses Dow, whose farm 1buildbought Davis.
spondent, E. R. Briggs, was living they ings were burned recently,
would be entitled to a golden wedding the place owned and occupied by A. B.
Locke's Mills.
on the first day of next January, and Wheeler.
The Wheeler place Is close
Mies Rena George went to Portland
that tho East Sumner correspondent, bv Mr. Dow's farm.
where ehe will resume her
Sharon Robinson and wife, will be entiRev. G. W. F. Hill is spending a few Monday,
tled to the same honor eight days later, days here this week visiting some of his studies at Gray's Business College.
Mrs. Abbie Trask has been confined to
should kind fortune continue to emile
the house with a severe cold.
on them, as in the past—and we all hope
of Auburn, who hasbeen
Mr. Joe Fairbanks is suffering from a
and trust it will.
sûending the holiday recess with his severe attack of the
grippe.
We have received several Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble,
grandparents,
Mr. Azel Bryant, who is at the C. M.
and New Year's post cards, since last I returned home Monday.
in
G. Hospital
Lewieton, has bad his
mentioned, prominent among which was
Harriet Swett of Canton came hhere
and is getting along
one from Ransom Cummings of Bryant's from Portland last week.
Miss Swett is hand operated upon,
Pond. He stands in front of his house, doing dressmaking for Mrs. Freeman as well as can be expected.
Mrs. Abner Libby passed away Thursholding his old tlint-lock, five foot muskday forenoon. She has been in poor
et in his hands, thus giving him rather a
of
Strickland's
Ferry
Johneon
EUas
|
health for some time, but Saturday bad
well
war-like appearance, yet he is
here getting ready to "tart h simill. W
not recover.
known to be a man of peace iuetead of Silver will run the mill for him. The mill a shock from which she did
war.
yard is piled high with logs and Mr.
Mille.
Here is a list of those we knew per- Johneon has been waiting for rain so he
Ned Carter of Bethel drowned three
sonally who have passed away during
horses above Aziscoos Falls Wednesday.
the year li>08:
r*'°
in Randolph, N. EL, and
He is
Three in January, Ansel G. Staples, for
springs and wells were runn.nglow. started logging
to go over to his last winter's
Hezekiah Lapham, Hershel Wing.
The school in this village, taught by
a load
Five in February, Oscar Hayford, Capt Miss M. A. Heald, closed Friday. After camp at Richardson Pond to get
William Jones, Fessenden Swan, A. E. the afternoon session the pupils were of things left there.
Geo. Flint of College Grant called on
Doughty, John Dearborn.
treated to cake and ice cream by the
T. J. Bennett Thursday.
Four in March, Mrs. Lewis B. Swett,
Naham Bennett was brought to MaA. G. Tinkham, Dr. W. P. Bridgham,
school in the Pleasant Pond DisPlantation Thursday, the 29th,
Abner D. Bryant.
Miss Mabel Sawyer, galloway
by
trict,
taught
and his funeral was held at the school
Five in April, George Houghton, Or- closed the same day.
Mrs.
ville Ames, Eleanor Whitman,
TToath are house in that place as be requested.
Geo. E. Pulsifer and H. G. Heatn
The doctor was called again WednesJohn Gill, Ma Barrel).
hauling pulp wood to Buckfield.
to see W. L. Fickett, who is very
Greenville
day
Six in May,
Whitman,
Dr.
and
s F
Brunswick
of
Marston
Jeoette Barreil, Albert Alley, Sylvania E. J. Marston of Buckfield were In town low and not expected to live. His sister
Perham, Martha Davie, Rebecca Bryant. Satnrdav. H. M. Atwood of Norwood, Hannah, who has been at Norway for
Priscilla
Four in June,
Derrick, Mass., came here to negotiate with them some time, came home the 2d.
Diantha Edwards, Newell Peabody, Mrs. for the stand formerly occupied by Dr
East Bethel.
Henry Pearson.
Ε. J. Marston. It is understood to have
Miss Rose Greenwood is cooking for
None in July.
been purchased by parties in MassachuZ. W. Bartlett's crew of men on the SanTwo in August, Bertha Boston, John setts
Dr. H. F. Atwood has rented the
born farm.
A. Page.
house and will begin housekeeping in
Mrs. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
Three in September, Almina Packard, me
spring.
do dressmaking.
bod
Albert
Ε
Elijah Goddard, Junson Robinson.
services
of
The funeral
Alder River Grange bas elected officers
Two in October, John O. Robinson, of Charles Hadiey, were held in the
for the year 1000 as follows:
Mrs. Thomas Green.
BenRev.
Seth
church
Friday.
Baptist
Master—E. 8. Bean.
One in November, Benjamin F. Rus- son was the
officiating clergyman. In- Overseer—D. C. Foster.
sell.
terment was in Pleasant Pond cemetery.
Lecturer—Mr*. Μ. Κ Kimball.
Two in December, Kilbon Perham,
Steward—L. E. Cole.
A joint installation of Wm. A. Barrows
Aeet
steward—Albert Swan.
the
Total
II.
Davis.
largest Post and Relief Corps was held Saturday,
37,
Joseph
Sec. Mrs. L O. Hartett.
since the record has been kept. Two Jan. 2d. Dinner was served by the
Mr*. M. Farwell.
Trene
have already gone on this month, Mrs. ladies of the Corps and a pleasant social
Chaplain—Mrs. Ν. V. Swan.
Gatekeei>er—Λ. L. Mitchell.
Ansel Dudley, aod Mrs. Abner C. Libby. hour was enjoyed. The following offiCeres—Bertha Cole.
cers were installed in Barrows Post by
Pomona—Mrs. Etta Rean.
West Buckfleld.
Flora—Edna M. Bartlett.
Heald:
installing officer L. B.
L. Α. β.—Mrs. M. L. Hastings.
S. M. Bonney lias sold a cow to J. M.
Commander— F. J. Browo.
Organist—Ella Farwell.
Millett of North Buckfleld.
S. V. C.—D. A. Rowe.
J. V. C.-D. R. Colee.
Fred A. Cooper and wife are at F. E.
Hiram.
A.lj.-L. B. Heal 1.
Cooper's. They moved their live stock
Surgeon—H. C. Barrows.
Hon. Edward C. Reynolds of South
last
Hebron
from
ami household goods
Chap.—S. C. Heald.
Portland was in Hiram recently to aid in
Guanl—Λ. Β. Wheeler.
week.
the incorporation of Hiram Lodge, No.
Oflicer of the Day—E. G. Doble.
Mies Beryl Harlow has closed her
The following officers were installed in 39, K. of P. The lodge now numbers
school in East Sumner and is at horn·.
120 membere.
Schools commenced in town Monday, the Corps by the installing officer Mrs.
We are so temperate and moral in
Jan. 4. Roy Briggs carries the scholars Rosetta H. Ryersojj:
Hiram that the office of deputy sheriff is
Pree.—Arablne Abbott.
in the Waldron district to the Allen
liable to go by default for want of a bid9. V. P.—Elsie Barrows.
school.
J. V. P.—Ella Bonney.
der.
Dan Emery and family were atS. M.
Eftle Bonney.
Sec
We should think the red cross stamp
Treae.—Bosetta H. Ryerson.
Bonney'e Sunday.
system might be elastic enough to reach
Chap.—Helen S. Robertson.
len Chandler.
Con.—Hi
the victims of the earthquake in Sicily.
West Lovell.
Guanl—Angle Robbing.
Why not make it continuous?
A let. Con.—Vonla Barrett.
The late rains have been greatly apG.
On Wednesday, 6th, the mercury was
Clark.
Asst. Guard—Clara
preciated by those short of water.
Pat. Inst —Anna J. Colee.
at 48 above zero, at noon; fifteen hours
G. W. Andrews has secured several
Press Cor.—Alice Buck.
and on the 8th, five
Color Bearers—Cora Tlbbctts, LettteFord, Nel- later it was at zero,
nice strings of fish.
below.
Starbtrd, Hattle Curtis.
Mrs. W. S. Pox is some better, able to lieMusician—Maud
Barrows.
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth went to Bridgsit up a little.
Delegates to state convention—Cora Tlbbette, ton the 7th.
Mrs. Joan McAllister visited at Na- Jennie Thomas.
On Wednesday evening Hiram Lodge,
Alternates—Helen Robertson, Phlla Bos worth.
thaniel Fox's New Year's Day.
of P., No. 39, entertained the Pythian
Z. McAllister has bought him a yoke Among those present from out of town K.
A
were Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Pomeroy of lodges of Stoneham and Waterford.
of oxen.
royal good time was enjoyed, as is usual,
Paris.
East Sumner.
Rev. Q. W. P. Hill preached his last "When good fellows meet together."
Miss Evie Hanson has returned to
Last Friday marked the 49th milestone sermon for the present in the Baptist
from a visit to her father,
in the wedded life uf "Sharon and Han- church Sunday, Jan. 3d. Many expressed Gorham, Me.,
nah." Only one year more to the regret at this new order of thing· and Mr. Edward K. Hanson.
Mr. Allen M. Pierce and wife and their
"Golden Wedding."
hope to see him back again early in the
children visited his parents, Mr. and
Some sickness, some sorrow, but on spring.
Mrs. Horace Barrows was in South Mrs. Daniel W. Pierce, during the holithe whole, life has been aunny (don't
returning the 4th.
print this sonny for it don't apply here) Paris shopping recently and lost her days,
Misses Elsie Huntress and Florence
Of the half dozen couples joined in wed- pneketbook. The pocketbook contained
Gorham
lock about that time, death has broken $17 in bills and some change, besides a re- Sargent have returned to
Lewis ceipt for dues paid to the W. R. Corps, Normal School.
the tie in nearly every instance.
Winchester W. Pike is at Hebron
who stood No. 79.
A. Cobb and wife of

Gibson,

^Miss
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GOVERNOR BERT M.

KKRNALD.

contest for attorney general left the
fight between Warren C. Philbrook of
WaterriUe ami Scott Wilson of Portland,
and Mr. Philbrook won by the decisive
vote of 78 to 41.
For state assessor, Edwin M. Johnston of Brownville was nominated over
Lucius C. Morse of Waldo, by a vote of
71 to 48.
Arthur I. Brown, Secretary of State.
Pascal P. Gilmore, State Treasurer, and
Augustus W. Gilman, Commissioner of
Agriculture, were renominated for those
respective rfflces, by acclamation.
For the executive council nominations
were made as follows:
First DUtrict—Leroy Κ. Pike, Cornish.
Second District—James Cunningham, Port
land.
Third

District—Fred W. Bunker, North An

HOD.

Fourth District—Kre<l G. Kinsman, Augusta.
Fifth District—Dr. Charles C. Morrison, Eden
Mxth District-Harry F. Roes. Bangor.
So Tenth District—Charles F. Daggett, Presque

I t6The

I

I

—

Isle.
On Thursday, the formality of counting the votes by the legislature having
Feruald of
been completed, Bert M.
Poland was declared elected governor
of Maine, and was duly inaugurated.
Governor Fernald's inaugural address is
given to the readers of the Democrat on
the first and fourth pages of this issue.
Following the inauguration of Governor Fernald, the state officers nominated by the Republican caucus were
elected, except the State Treasurer,
whose election was according to custom
deferred until after the examination of
bis accounts for the past year.
The formalities of the openiug day of
the legislature were varied only by the
introduction by Senator Lindley Murray
Staples, the old Democratic war horse,
of a resolve for the resubmission of the
prohibitory amendment, and a bill for
the repeal of the Sturgis law. However,
this is so regnlar a proceeding that it
might almost be classed as one of the
formalities of the opening.
Only a few measures were introduced
during the two days' session of last
week. One of the few was a bill introduced by Senator Looney to amend the
ballot law, providing for the same form
of ballot that is used in Massachusetts,
where the candidates are not arranged in
party columns, but by the offices and a
cross has to be made for each candidate
voted for.
At the conclusion of Thursday's session, adjournment of the legislature was
made to Wednesday of this week.
·
Auburn,
Governor Fe*nald has announced the
up with us in a marriage ceremony at
his
for
staff:
following appointments
one time, are still living.
Very few are
Augustus B. Farnliam. Adjutant General, able to observe their golden wedding.
chief of staff. .|uarterroa«ter general and payDeath and divorce are prevalent.
master general with rank of major general.
George M Ksvanaugh. I.ewlstoo, commissary
colonel.
with
of
rank
general
Sumner.
James B. 0»Nelt, Portland, surgeon general
with rank of colonel.
who has been quite
Alfred
Morrill,
Albert J Stearns, Norway, judge advocate
tick, is gaining slowly.
general, with rank of colonel.
Elliott C. DUl. Portland, chief of ordnance,
G. F. Dyer and wife went to Norway
with rank of colonel.
on business.
John J. Oooley of Portland, assistant chief of recently
Gladys and Lura Morrill have returnordnance with rank of maj^r.
Roland K. (.'lark, ltoulton, military secretary, ed to Buckfleld to their sohool after a
with rank of major.
two weeks' vacation, also Hattie Varney
Joseph A. Smith, aide-de-camp, with rank of
to Rumford.
lieutenant colonel
Louis B. Goodall, Sanford, aide· le camp, with
Mrs. Arno Austin of Dixfleld recently
colonel.
lieutenant
of
rank
visited her parents, O. L. Newell and
CbarlesiA. Judklns. Klneo, aide-de-camp, with
wife.
rank of lieutenant co'onel.
aide-deMatthew S. Goodrich, Watervllle,
Some of the farmers have begun to
colonel.
of
lieutenant
with
rank
camp,
get their yearly supply of ice. It is
about one foot thick.

Deacon Osgood Perry, Norway.
Osgood Perry died very suddenly at
East Brownfield.
his home on Perry Hill, Monday mornThe W. C. T. U. hefd an interesting
ing. He was born in Norway, Sept. 6,
1825, the son of John and Amelia (Bart- meeting at Mrs. E. A. Rowe's January
lett) Perry. He has always lived on the 8.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and Miss I. H.
old homestead place near Norway Lake,
and since the death of bis wife a few Stickney have returned to Portland for

—

Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler, while on a
tour in Norway lost $2, and
Mrs. Abbie Bates also lost 12 from her
hand satchel somewhere in this village.
Mrs. Harriman of Woodstock was in
this village Thursday distributing literature and collecting fands in the Interest
of the Advent Foreign Mission Society.

shopping

spending

few
Falls, returned home

New Citizens.

North Paris.

In the United States Circuit Court in
Moses Dow has bought a stand of
Portland last week, the following resi- Alger Wheeler.
dents of Oxford County were made citiMr. and Mrs. A. D. Andrews were in
Portland a few days recently.
zens of the United States:
A. D. Littlehale has bought an organ
John James Gillis, Rumford.
Kugene Francis Landry, Rumford.
of W. W. Dunham.
Alex Turgeon. Rumford.
Mr. and Mr·. Moses Dow Went to South
.lames Vlncciuo Callendo, Rumford.
Paris and Norway Jan. 7.
John Gauthier, Oxford.
John Benson, Rumford.
Alfred Andrews is at boms from high
Andre Lacroix, Romford.
I
school with th· mumps.
Piaclde Ancoln, Bom ford.

Mrs.

the eldest daughter of John
Knapp
and the late Irene Shaw of this town.
was

If people coold only understand that
Catarrh Is an Internal scrofula—that
lothlng applied externaliv doea muoh
;ood—they would not need to be warn·
Dllver—When I took this place it 3d ao often abont this fatal dlaeaae,
wasn't fit for a dog to live in. I have which, when neglected, Invariably enda
of mill·
ap in Conaumption, at the coat
spent nearly 91,000 on it.
ia
Sanson—Don't you think it would iona of lives every year. Tet Catarrh
had you killed the Muily cured if the tight treatment ia
have been

bottle in the bouse. Refuse substitutes. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.

cheaper

dogf

New Year's Present

tmployed.

Catarrh ia caused by germa in the
When Bloodlne Rheumatic Liniment blood which circulates throughout the
External remedies give
has cured so many oases of Rheumatism, entire ayatem.
eaae.
Although the efwhy do you suffer with this terrible but temporary seen
in the form of pimaffliction? It relieves all pain instantly. fects are often
25c. and 50c. a bottle.
ples, raab, eczema or dry scaly skin, the
trouble is internal, and can never be
remedies.
Freddie's Aunt—Why, Freddie, what's cured by external
The only way to cure Catarrh is by
the matter? Don't you like your new
employing a medicine which is absorbed
toy motor boat?
carried by the blood to all parta of
Freddie—Ob, auntie, it—boo, hoo, hoo! and
the ayatem, ao that the mucous memIt—it doesn't leave any s-s-smell.
brane or internal lining of the body ia

We have
<

Ξ

large stock .of

a

BLANKETSΞ

for both Street and Stable,
at prices from $1.00-$6.00
Call and see them.
each.

thoroughly medicated, aoothed, disinIf you will take Foley's Orino Laxative fected of
germ matter, and the aoreneaa
until the bowels become regular you will healed.
not have to take purgatives
We bave a remedy prepared from the
Laxative positively
as Foley's Orioo
who for thirty
of a

constantly,

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

particular

just made

ductor:
W. P.—Mrs. Georgia Csah.
w. Α.—Mr·. Mary Frost.
B. 8.—Lulu Stone.
A. R. S.—Ethel Flood.
C.—Mrs. Ella Edward·.
Trea·.—Geo. Parrott.

F. S —Mr·. Slbble Ilaneoom.
Con.—John Downing.
A. C—August* Wardwell.

most

P. W. P.—Mrs. Slbble Hanacom.

greeting was

read from Rev.

Frederic Newport. Supper was served
and a social hour followed. This order
is io a prosperous condition, numbering
eighty members.
Miss Lilian Andrews Is at home from
Portland.
Mrs. C. F. Starbird has returned from
Connecticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Dorman are visiting friends in town.
Born, Jan. 7th, to the wife of Eric
Stone, a son.
The M. E. Society held a watoh meeting with consecration service, social
hour, etc., on New Year's eve at tbe
vestry.
The late rain has made bad roads for
teamsters.

Denmark.

The Congregational church has been
closed and locked up for the winter.
The ladies of the C. E. Society gave a
âne drama in Odd Fellows Hall Wed-

nesday evening, entitled "Valley Farm."
There was a large attendance. Supper
was served in the banquet hall.
Mrs. Ada Gray, assisted by Mrs. Kate

Sanborn, installed tbe officers in the
Rebekab Lodge, Brownfleld, Tuesday

evening.
Tbe January

thaw was a blessiug to a
large number of farmers in this section.
Mr. Hadley Jack died at bis home
Tuesday morning after a short illness.
Mr. A. D. Feseenden has been elected
president of tbe Denmark Telephone
Company and Mr. Wm. Ordway treasurer.

Mr. Tripp of the Portland Star Match
Co. was in town this week. It is reported that the company will cut a large lot
of its timber here soon.
Hebron.
The W. R. C. held a special meeting
Saturday afternoon.
On Friday, the Sunshine Society met
with Mrs. Arthur George.
Mrs. H. ▲. Cusbman le in Massachusetts visiting her children.
The teachers here for vacation have
returned to their schools.
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant went to New
Sharon Wednesday called there by the
serious illness of her aunt.
Miss Alice Bearce of Lawrence, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Walter Conan t, and other relatives here.
came this
The much needed rain
week, b\at it spoiled the sleighing.

Joeiah Hutchinson, a native of this
town, died at bis home on South Street,
Avon, Mass., Friday evening, January 1.
He had been ill only a short while, although he had for quite a time been in
failing health. He was the son of John
and Hannah (Lander*) Hutchinson, and
at the time of his death was 81 years,
six months and three days old. He was
for many years a resident of Avon. He
was formerly a merchant, but retired
from business quite a number of years
ago. He was a member of the First
Universalist church of Brockton, Mass.
He leaves two daughters, Mrs. R. M.
Watson of Boston, and Mtis Carro
Hutchinson, who resided with her father

Brookton.

The

body

to Buckfield for interment.

was

Death of Mrs. Ansel Dudley.
After ao illness of many months Mrs.
Ansel Dudley of Bryant Pond, Maine,
died Jan. 6th, 1909, at the age of 61
years, 7 months and 6 days.
The funeral services were held at the
Universalist church at Bryant Pond,
Thursday afternoon, Jan. 7tb, Rev. F. E.
Barton

officiating.

Mrs. Dudley

was

born at Paris Hill.

foolishness to take any other medloioe

than Dr. King's New Discovery," says
C. 0. Eldridge of Empire, Ga. "I have
used New Dlsoovery seven years and I
know it is the best remedy on earth for
coughs and colds, croup, and all throat
and lung troubles. My children are sub*

Her age was 75 years. She was a member of Mystic Valley Grange at Dixfield.
She was a highly respected woman Ind
will be missed by a large circle of
friends. Her brothers, John E. and oxen they had bought of Mrs. Sarah Hill eot to croup, but New Dlsoovery quickKnown the
Jotham Shaw of this town, are the re- of North Lovell. He drove the oxen y cures every attack."
world over as the King of throat and
back across bv Horseshoe Pond.
maining members of the family.
Η. B. McKeen's children have been lung remedies. Sold under guarantee at
Born, to the wife of Jamea A. Taylor
of this town, at Dixmont, Deo. 21, a quite sick with tonsllitia, but are all F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store. 60o.
snd #1.00. Trial bottle free.
gaining.
son, Cheater Wadaworth.

reasonable

be

promptly

prices.

All orders will

attended

to.

of our Corned Beef
Try
It
and Home Cured Ham.
can

Let

not be beat for flavor.

reason

of not

reason

that

future—the

Grand Trunk

Depot.

Grip

ΡΒΟΒΑΤΕ NOTICES.

ANSTED A BUMC COUPANT, lQhn.
Sfriac&U. Ofe

values

To all persona Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Parle, In vacation, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the 7th day of
Jan., In the rear of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby O&DMKD:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three weeks successively In atthe
South
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Bnmford, on the
second Tuesday of Feb., A. D. 1900, at nine of the
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause :

Your Grocer*§

N. D. Bolster & Co.
STATU OF MAUVE.

OXFORD, 88.:
To tbe Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be held at Parle within
and for tbe count/ of Oxford on tbe second
Tuesday of March. A. D. 1909.
Georglna S. Malenfant of Sumner, In said
Albion E. Bradbury, late of Canton, decounty, wife of Joseph Malenfant, respectfully
for allowance by
represent·: That her maiden name w<s ceased ; first account presented
Geonrlna Slmoneau; that she was lawfully Arthur J. Foster et ah, trustee*.
at
Malenfant
said
married to the
Joseph
ADDISON E. IIEBRIC'K,
Lewleton, In the county of Androscoggin and
Judge of said Court.
State of Maine, on the twelfth day of November.
A
true
copy—Attest
A. D. 1900; that they lived together as husbana
ALUEBT D. PARK, Register.
ford
Falls
Rum
Lewleton
and
at
said
and wife at
and at Buckfleld, In aald county of Oxford,
from tbe time of their said marriage till about
the β ret day of November. A. D. 1907; that your
libellant has always conducted herself toward
her aald husband as a faithful, true and affectionate wife, but that the aald Joseph Malenfant,
unmindful of bis marriage vows and duty has
been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment and
of extreme cruelty towards your libelant, and
has contracted grosa and confirmed habits of Intoxication from the use of Intoxicating liquors;
that on or about the first day of November, A.
D. 1907, tbe said Joseph Malenfant utterly deserted your libelant without cause and went to
parts unknown to her, since which time she has The Uric-0 Treatment
Expels the
never seen or heard from blm or received any
support from him ; that his residence Is unknown
Poison from the Blood.
to your libelant and cannot be ascertained by
reaaonable diligence ; that there Is no collusion
between your libelant and the said Joseph
Those
through

For Children

we

pleasant

cure

Stop

cough

—then

Satisfaction

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. A. IHVBTLEFF * CO.

We have been looking through our stocks lately and
have decided, with the assistance of your pocket books,
we can be of advantage to each other.

This is the
We have Odd Sail· and

Overcoat·, only

one

quite

a

saving

from

or

to

they

regular prices.

Odd Lot of
to 2-3 Regular Prices.

Boys' Knee Suits at 1-2
Look Us Up.

F. H. NOYES CO.

•outli Pari·

ι

)
/

one.

says

so.

Quality

Suits with the
Profit Gone.

OWN that extra suit NOW at
$15.00 Overcoats
"

13.00

|

11.00

and

10.00

Overcoats

12.00

Overcoats

8.68

7.39

44

17.00 and 18.00 Suits
ι6.OD Suits
15.00
14.00

"
"

12.00

"

10.00

"

750

44

38

5-25
$15 25
'3·5°
12.50
10.50
9 75

8.75
7-68
5·*5

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

saving.

$10.98
8.98
6

$20.00 Suits

J.

a

"

9.00
7-5°

Furnljher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 108-3.

9

Cent
at

S. R&Z.S. PRINCE'S
Jan. 9,1909.
...

at

Η A Τ S

...

Greatly Reduced Prices.
ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

MARKET

nee<j

Sale now on. Don't buy elsewhere until you
look us over. We guarantee you satisfaction
as to Style, duality, Price.

LISTEN!

away—

Underwear and Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Proposition.

We would be better off

slips

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

close them
You
a
New
out. Have our money to use.
Sait or Overcoat. We will find one in our stocks
that will meet your ideas and needs; You will make
two of a kind.

season,

There's quality stitched in every seam—there's grace in
these
the tailored coat and there's durability in every line of
the
of
country—
suits. Made by one of the foremost tailors
stand head and shoulders above the common crowd.

STORES.

Opportunity Sale.

A Mutual

a

over

not admit of it.

now

common sense

for older

F. A. SH URTLEFF & CO.,

BLUE

will

Sale

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F. A. IHVBTLEFF * CO.

are

in every

Cough Syrup.
good

goods

offered at a fraction of
Read these items, there's a mine of money

gold

our

It is

carry

chance like this before it

a

as

if your

it with

guaranteed or money refunded.
as Gents per Bottle.

folks also.

buy

that is curable.

gives quick relief.

never

materials but you would use the same process that the makLook at the prices—read the descriptions
ers of these did.

OOUOH

any

recommend

to take and

good

Cough Balsam.

Pine Tree
It is

strong

sharp, shooting pains

Strength Away.

Harvard
It will

as

F. A. SHITBTLEFF * CO.

DON'T

that I

reason

Tailored Overcoats at Ridiculous Prices.
These coats have everything in the way of style that a
$50.00 coat would have, you might use more expensive

the chest around the region of the heart
mean that poisonous uric and rheumatic
acid are there ready to spring and grip
tightly the muscles controlling the
Don't neglect these
heart's action.
warnings. You must neutralize and
Subscribed and (worn to before me tbl* drive these dangerous poisons from the
twenty-fourth day of December, A. D. 1903.
FREDERICK R. DYER,
system, or sooner or later they will overJustice of tbe Peace.
come you.
The only true way to cure Rheumatism
State of Maimk.
(seal)
is to get at it from the inside with UricCounty of Oxford, bs :
with marvelous swiftness
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation. I 0. It acts
December 28, Λ*. D. 1908. { upon the muscles, kidneys and blood.
Upon the Foregoing Libel, ORDERED, Cleans out the sand-like deposits in the
That the Libelant give notice to the said Joseph
muscles, forces the kidneys to, perform
Malenfant, Llbellee, to aopear before the Justice
which they were deof our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holdcn at those duties for
Paris, within and for the County of Oxford, on signed and neutralizes the acid within
the second Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 1909, by pub- the blood.
lishing an attested copy of said libel, and this
Uric-0 is a liquid taken Internally, 3
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in Paris, times daily, and does not contain any
in our County of Oxford, the last publication to
opium or other so-called I
be 30 days at least prior to said second Tuesday morphine,
Sciatica, Muscular,
of Marcn, 1909, that he may there and then in "pain deadnera."
Articular Rheumaour said Court appear anil show cause, If any Inflammatory and
he have, why tbe prayer of said Libelant should tism all
to Uric-O.
readily
yield
not be granted.
It sells for 75c. and 11.00 the bottle or
HENRY C. PEA BODY,
Justice of tbe 8up. Jud. Court.
you can obtain a trial bottle free by
A true copy of tbe libel and order of court
writing to The Smith Drug Co., 220
thereon.
Ν. Y.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk. Smith Bldg., Syracuse,

r. A. IHTBTLEFF * CO.

now

saving opportunities

Poisoning.

Your

loss

their worth.

The Heart Can't Stand
Rheumatic Acid

Malenfant to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore your libelant prays tbat a divorce
from the bonds of matrimony may be decreed
between herself and her sala husband and that
her name may be changed to Georglna Slmoneau.
GEOBQINA S. MALENFANT.

up in winter goods—the
is better than certain lose in the

wanting money tied

Sale begins Saturday, Jan. Θ, at 8:30 A.
M. and continues until Saturday evening,
Jan. 16, 1909.

Penley & Plummer,
Opp.

a

my motto of up to the second clothes

us

and smoke your hams.

cure

mer-

chandise that should be in the hands of my customers.
That's the reason for the prices—that plain common sense

some

^/Flour

at the family home in Avon. The funeral took place Sunday afternoon at 2
at the home. There was a large attendance and a large number of dowers.
The service was conducted by Rev. W.
H. Morrison of the First Universalist

Church,
brought

at

WilliamTell
W For Sale at

years, maybe
bought heavily
heavier, and now I find myself packed full of choice

ter.

FRESH MEATS

bread in the

appetizing

World.

1.8.—John Chadbourne.
0.8.—J. E. Parrott.
A letter of

you.

Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
in teaUd tanks and cleaned numberless times before grinding. Tested
.every half hour at the mills.
It mskes the whitest, lightest,

Her maiden name was Josephine Elisabeth Childs. Most of her life she has
lived at Bryant Pond.
Words of praise seem inadequate in
Academy.
Miss Minnie Pike is at Northfield Semi- describing her life. Her best monument
Is the high esteem in which she is held
nary, Mass.
all who knew her. In frail health and
by
North Waterford.
for many years a patient sufferer, her
Charles Marston and Fred Hazelton thought was always for others and never
changed work and have their ice harvest- for herself.
ed.
She was unselfish to a fault. Of the

bert McKeen's in Lovell Christmas.
Wm. Gammon spent Christmas with
his daughter, Mrs. Bertha Keniston, of
Lovell.
S. A. Andrews is cutting hlQice.
Ralph MoAUister came across from
West Lovell Saturday after a yoke of

HORSE

CO*

A Genuine Stock Reducing
Sale of High Class Suits
and Overcoats.

Norway Lake.
marked her as one of God's noblest
gone to Rumford to live.
Marian Coolidge and Winnie Knight, women. One can truly say that her
community were shocked on the
morning of Jan. 4th to hear that Dea. who have been at home here for two character was unblemished. She was
markedly proud of her family and home
Osgood Perry—a life-long resident of weeks, have returned to their schools.
Columbia Miilett is entertaining a bad and intensely loyal to church and friends.
this place—had passed from this life.
oold.
She was a member of the Pythian
he
was
ill.
But few knew that
Mrs. Carrie Giles is getting
The Partridges started their saw mill
quite Sisters and the Eastern Star.
smart again.
Jan. 8th.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Alton Tucker of Strong visited at hie
Every one is glad to welcome the rain,
Place, Bryant's Pond. Time, 1st
father's, Benjamin Tucker's, very recent- which is so much needed.
John McAllister is hauling bolts from Tuesday In February.
ly·
A.M.
Mrs. R. W. Knight visited at Mrs. the Cbadbourne lot to the mill at TuskaWinifred Pottle's Thursday. Their little hola.
Opening Ceremony.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Hatch
went
to
boy is getting along well.
Conferring Degree.
Lovell Jan. 1st.
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore is still quite ill.
Clan Byerson, Pari· Grange.
Beading,
Intermission.
Mrs. Patch, our school teacher, visited Mrs. Wyman at C. A. Stephens' Wedr. κ.
North Stoneham.
nesday night.
McKeen has returned to her Music.
Beryl
Question.
school at Norway.
Music.
Α. I. Morse.
Mrs. Flora McKeen has gone to visit Resillrig,
Byron.
To be supplied by franklin Orange.
Music,
The sad news of the death of Mrs. her son, Chester Beckler, In Woodstock.
Sac.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton went to
Phebe Shaw Knapp, wife of Alceduj W.
Knapp of East Dixfield, reached us Fri- Bridgton Monday. Mrs. Hilton will
RANK FOOLISHNESS.
day. She died suddenly while visiting have her teeth extracted.
"When attacked by a oougb or cold,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer visited their
her daughter, Mrs. Anna Marsh, of Dixfield. The funeral ooourred at their son, Linwood Sawyer, and also at Her- or when your throat is sore, it is rank
Dixfield Jan. 2d.

COLLECTED BT

BUIiPTIOK.

physician
preacription
cures chronic constipation and sluggish
years studied ana made Catarrh a speliver. Pleasant to take. F. A. Shurtleff
and whose record of success waa a
cialty
session.
A Co.
cure in every case where bia treatment
Mrs. Ο. H. Hersej was at her brother's,
That remwaa followed aa prescribed.
C. F. Berry's, Friday and Saturday.
edy ia Rexall Mucu-Tone.. We are so
The Star Jubilee Singers gave a sucpositive that it will cure Catarrh in all
cessful entertainment at the Grange Hall,
βΟ MARKET SQUAR1D,
its various forms, whether acute or
North Buckfield, Friday evening.
MAINE.
chronic, that we promise to return every SOUTH
PARIS,
Bryant'· Pood.
penny paid us for the medicine In every
reaor
for
it
faila
cure
to
case where
any
"Our Jim," a four-act comedy, will be
aon does not satisfy the user.
presented here Jan. 20tb by the local
Mucu-Tone
to
Rexall
want
We
try
you
dramatic club.
on our recommendation and guarantee.
Winfleld Estes of Rumford is employhere
where you live, and
We
are
right
ed by H. E. Llttiefleld.
you do not contract any obligation or
Two at North Woodstock have been
risk when you try Rexall Mucu-Tone on
quite sick the past week. Mr. W. A.
our guarantee.
We have Rexall MucuBillings bad a severe attack of rheuTone in two sizes. The prices are 50c.
matism and Myrtle Cole has had an
and$l. Very often the 50c. size effects
abscess in tbe throat.
a cure.
Of courae, in chronic cases a
Postmaster J. L. Bowker was In
longer treatment is necessary. The averLewiston Thursday of last week.
Not a sale of odds and ends, but a genuine clearance of
three $1.00
age in such Instancea ia
Oxford.
South
A sale where
bottles. P. A. Shurtleff à Co.,
new, beautiful, up to the second garments.
Paris, Maine.
Oxford Division, Sons of Temperance,
are
If
on the top shelf but price on the cellar.
is
you
quality
installed the officers for the ensuing
here is one We have now on hand a
The reason—warm weather of the early fall and win-#
quarter, Qeo. Hazen acting as Installing about your flour,
supply of |
officer and Mrs. C. S. Hayes, Grand Cona little
I
as in former
for
I

The

winter.
years ago, has resided in the family of the
F. R. Bradbury ia quite ill, threatened
his son, Horace S. Perry. He was a
with
the
of
member and deacon
pneumonia.
CongregaThe meaele patients are all recovering.
tional church for many years. Two sons
Mrs.
L. R. Giles, who is at a Portland
William
and
O.
Horace
S.
survive him,
Perry, and one daughter, Mr*. S. H. hospital, does not gain very fast.
Mrs. Eliza Poore is staying with her
Millett. He was always a Republican.
No one in the community wili be missed son, G. C. Poore, this winter.
State Superintendent Payson Smith
Services were
more than Mr. Perry.
a pleasing talk at the high school
held at his late home by Rev. B. S. Rideout on Wednesday afternoon.
uilding Deo. 31.
home at East

Eave

a

ΓHE AWFUL TOLL

a

Mrs. J. D. Horr recently visited her noblest character, she would have sacrificed her very life rather than do a mean
days in Livermore daughter, Mrs. Heman Holt, of Lovell.
Will McAllister moved the household act.
Her nigh ideals, her generous
Wednesday.
goods of Eugene Lovejoy. They have spirit, her dignified yet kindly poise*

Mr. and Mra. Wm. Glover, who had

been

held Tuesday, Wedneeday,
Thursday and Friday evenings at the
Baptist vestry.
F. R. Dyer went to Augusta Monday
to attend the opening session of tbe
legislature.
W. B. Nulty has a position as assistant
folder for the senate during the present

services

Now Make Tour

MILLIONS OP LIVES LOST.

Many little Htm have bean und by
ooldt,
Foley'· Honey and Tar, for oonghs, is
the
croop and whooping congh. It
chiland
infants
for
only safe remedy
dren as It contains no opiates or other
narootio drugs, and children like Foley's
Honey and Tar. Careful mothers keep

Norway
>

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

KOW-KURE FOR COWS.
This is the time of year that your cows need
I have a large sale on this great
Kow-Kure.
All our best farmers buy it
cow medicine.
is a proof of its value.
which
after
year
year

IAMES N.

JFA^BUWr

Iftt ΦχίονΛ fmocrat

Oxford

parish

visiting iu Port

comee on

week at 7:30.
served.

Tuesday evening of
Refreshments

thi
will b

The annual meeting of the Paris Pul
lie Library Association will be held a t
the library rooms next Saturday ever
ing, at Τ :30 o'clock.

»

Mrs. D. H. Bean went
Hospital in

Dr. King's

Wednesday
Portland

tc

foi

surgical treatment.

Mrs. Charles R. Dunham was called tc
Locke's Mills last week by the suddet
death of her aunt, Mrs. A. C. Libby.
Hiram Pulsifer, who bad been visita numing his sons in Massachusetts for
ber of weeks, returned to his home her«
last Monday.
Miss Carrie Gray of this place and
Miss Ada Abbott of Upton are emp'oy
ed at the Augusta House during the see
sion of the legislature.

The Seneca Club meets this Monda\
evening with Mrs. F. A. Taylor. Th<
even
poet Whittier is the subject of the

ing's literary programme.

Mrs. Ella F. N'eal of Lewiston visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Wise
She has now gont
a few days last we -k.
to Washington, D. C., where she wil
spend the rest of the winter.

Walter L. Gray, who was representa
tive from Paris in the legislature ol
1905, attended the opening of the legislative session at Augusta last week, being
there from Tuesday till Thursday morn-

in the

The January term of the Norway
tare of 1900 the sketches of the Oxford County members are herewith reproduced
held by Judge
By the courtesy of the Journal we are alao able to givo the portraits accompanyinf ί Municipal Court wa«
the ske'cliet·. The only valid criticism thfceo suggest, which it may not be out α Jones at hie office in Ryerson Block,
place to mention, is that Senator Hasting· really ought to bave a new picture taken Tuesday.
The friends of A. J. Stearni are exWhile he ie still a young and a young-looking man, his appearance is hardly κ
tending their congratulation· upon hie
boyish as the portrait presented below.
apt ointment to a position on Governor

Feinâld'a etaff.

ι

C. B. Cummlnge à Sons are cutting
from their own lots large quantities of

Congregational churc
requested to meet at J. 8. Wright1
office this Monday evening at 7:15 t
The men of the

choose a committee for the next churc
supper.

Miss Charlotte (tiles has been havin
attack of tonsilitis for the past weel
consequently ha* been unable to fill he
position in the office of the Mason Mani
factoring Co.
an

The assessors of the

timber this aeason. The firm have the
mill pond well filled with pine and hemlock. Their mill yard below Bridge
The Hall of Agriculture at the UniStreet I· also well supplied with birch, versity of Maine, Orono, will be dedimaple and oak bolts, for the dowel trade. cated on Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 2 p. u.
This Industry Is truly an important part Dedicatory address by Eugene Davenof Norway's prosperity.
port, LL. D., dean of the College of
The officers of Rarry Rust Post, No. Agriculture of the University of Illinois.
54, Q. A. R, were installed Tuesday The dedicatory exercises are public and
evening. The attendance was unusually every citizen of the state is invited.
large and the ceremony of installation
A HIGHER HEALTH LEVEL·
most pleasing.
Charles H. Adams has greatly improv"I have reached a higher health level
ed his reside ce on lower Main Street Rince I began u!>ing Dr. King's New Life
The attic has been finished with rooms Pills," writes Jacob Springer, of West
with dormer windows.
Franklin, Maine.
"They keep ray
The usual watch raeoting at the M. E. stomach, liver and bowels working just
The
inchurch was largely attende·!.
right." If these pills disappoint you on
terest at this time at the churches is trial, money will be refunded at F. A.
in
the
interested
are
deep. Very many
Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store. 25c.
evangelistic services.
IT DOES THE BUSINESS.
Rev. C. A. Brooke of the Methodist
cburcb and Evangelist Corbett's meetMr. Ε. E. Chamberlain of Clinton,
ing, for "men only," at the Opera Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica Salve:
House Sunday afternoon was of marked "It does the business; I have used it for
interest. There was a large attendance piles and it cured them. Used it for
at the meeting.
chapped bands and it cured them. ApMr. and Mrs. Chester Oelrich, who plied it to an old sore and it healed it
left
came to town some two years ago,
25c. at
without leaving a scar behind."
for Kingston, Ontario, Friday, where Mr. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
Oelrich has accepted a position wiih a
stock company at a large theatre. Mr.
Mother Gri/ι Sweet Powders for Children,
Oelrich gave Norway people some very SucccssfuHr nee by Mother Gray, nurse In the
Home In New York, Cure Feverishgood entertainments while here and both ChlMren'e
ncss, Bui Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
ie and Mrs. Oelrich made many friends. anil
regulate the Bowela anil Destroy Worms.
Mr. Ruesell, the ice man for Norway, Over 10,000 tcsUmonlale. They never/ail. Λ l all
25c. Sample FREK. Αddrees, Allen
saya he has a house filled with the best druggists,
S. Olmsted. Le Ποτ, .S. V.
ice he ever cut.
It is clear and thick.
He will stack a large amount of ice on
When Tou Put On (Mocking·
the easterlv side of the house as the Of the heavier sort, (In your shoes pinch, ami
building is too small to fill the demand. your feet swell anil per-pire? IfIt you eprlnklo
give you SKIRTS, good material, 11 inch flounce
The Tufts Glee and Mandolin Club, for Allen's Fo t-Kase In your shoes, will from
ref-t and comfort, and Instant relief
any
with hemstitched tacks and 5 inch
the benefit of the senior class of Norway annoyance. Soli! Everywhere, 25c. Don't ac51 to 2, '09
Uigh School, gave a most delightful en- cept any tuist Itute.
50θ
hamburg edge. Sale Price
tertainment at the Opera House Saturday
SKIRTS, go id muslin, 13 inch flounce
«•ven'ng.
Every one was interested in
Born.
with three rows Uce insertion, hemthe class and of course the house was
filled. After the concert thero was η
stitching, ruffle with tucks, edged
In
Jan. 7, to the wife of Eric Stone, a
dance programme which was of especial eon. Oxford,
with Uce, good value, were >1.25.
pleasure to the members of the class. In Dlxmont, Dec. 21, to the wife of Jamee A.
·'
98c
a
son.
Ta\
lor
of
Sale Price
Byron,
The net prooeeds reached nearly sixty
in Ruckflel'J, Dee. 26, to the wife of B. A.
dollars.
SKIRTS, fine maf< rial, 16 inch flounce
Ilutchlnsjn, a fon.
Charles P. Barnes and A. J. Stearns
In Norway, Jan. I, to the wife of Nathan E.
with a θ inch fancy hamburg fdgp,
were at Augusta during the week. They York, a son.
he ded with 9 pin lucks, duet ruffle.
attended the banquet given by the Re11.49
publican state committee and the variSale Prioe Only·..·.
Died.
ous featherings attending the inaugurafine quality, 19 inch flounce
SKIRTS,
tion of Governor Fernald.
In I.ocke'a MUD, Jan. 7, Mrs. Abner C. Llbby.
with clustfM of pin tucks, and a 10
In Portland, Jan. 3. J. W. Bennett of Gllead.
The officers of the Y. P. S. C. E., ConIn Denmark, Jan. 4, Had lay Jack, aged about
for
are:
inch ruffle of pretty embroidered
1009,
gregational church,
74 years.
In Bryant's Pond, Jan. 5, Arthur Howe, aged
President—Mm. Manil Merrill.
lawn. Sale Price
$1.98

Read

carefully

Never before have

we

been able to offer such bargains in Muslin Underwear,
well made,
fitting garments, at prices that

HKNKY U.

HOWARD LANE.

Bethel (Oxford
Lane, C. Howard, West Parie. RepubRepublican, Congregational- lican, Liberal, merchant, married; age

Hastings, Henry Η

County.)

C.

HASTINGS.
,

55. Born In Weat Sumner and attended
Been in businex*.
the common schools.
in West Paris 27 years. Member ol
iirauite Lodge, No. 282, F. and Α. M

Born in
si unie; age 43.
educated at Gould's Academy
and Bowdoin College. Has been Superintendent of Schools of Bethel for the
past live years. Member of the House
in 1905 and of the last Senate.

iit, lawyer,

Bethel;

Always

a

Republican.

Water Co. that the deduction is becausi
of impaired service, and establishes nt

The rain of Tuesday and Wednesday precedent.
in its
pretty prompt about getting
Mrs. Jane Clark, who has made hei
work. W. 0. Bryant of Snow's Falls
home at Geo. R. Morton's for the pas!
told the Democrat that he had two wells

Stfth birthday
but had been for some year or two, reached her
last Wednesday, and she and Mrs. Riz
a mile after water. Weddays
Whitman were entertained for tht
nesday morning he had four feet of pah
day by Mrs. Albert E. Dean, at hei
water in one of his wells.
home. Although quite lame, Mrs. Clark
The Congregational parish, at its an enjoys good health, all her faculties art
the
nual meeting last Monday, elected
still good, and*she looks many yean
following officers:
younger than the calendar shows.
Moderator—James S. Wright.
Four tables at whist, made up of tlx
Treasurer—Walter P. Maxim.
younger married women of the place,
Prudential Committee—Walter P. Maxim, A. were entertained by Mrs. D. M. Stewart
W Walker. S G. El 1er.
and a whist club
Music Committee—Jame· 9. Wright, Waller H. Wednesday afternoou,
which is to meet once a
whs formed,
Swett. Henry f. Muzzy.
were served,
refreshments
week.
Light
The following officers of Harulio Temthe
(i.e. Mrs. and this will continue to be one of
I)
D
installed
will
be
by
ple
features of tbe ciub afternoons. Thif
Georgie Cash Tuesday evening, Jan. 12: week the club will ba entertained
by
Μ Κ. C —Mr». Cora Everett.
Mrs. liowker and Mrs. Littlefield.
K. 9.— Mr», l.ou l>augbraty.
E. J.—Mre Adella Maxim."
Charles Bartlett, who has been singing
M.—Mr'. K'ina Shaw.
at the Bijou of late, and boarding in the
M. R A C.—Mr*. Fannie Eastman.
M. of F.—Mre. Dors»·» Cutting.
family of W. H. Robinson, was arrested
P. of T.—Mr». Hazel Kenoey.
last Monday afternoon, charged with the
G. of O. T.—Mrs. Reoa Thurlow.
P. C.—Mre .Nettle Murphy.
larceny of a few dollars in money from
members of the household at Mr. RobEven though it rained, and rained
insou's. The arrest was made at Auhard, a good party sat down to the table*
burn, to which place Bartlett went from
at the January supper of the Un'versalhere, and on Tuesday in the Norway
ist Good Cheer Society Tuesday evening.
Court he was sentenced to ten
The evening's entertainment include·! a Municipal
duet by days in jail.
song by Mrs. Emeley, a piano
Miss Geneva Young aud Miss Ada AbThe law firm of Wright A Wheeler,
bott, and the farce, "A Modern Sewing which has existed for several years, has
Society," presented by the ladies of the been dissolved by amicable agreement.
society, which was highly entertaining Hon. James S. Wright will continue to
and made some good local hits.
occupy the offices in Billings Block
where he has been since tbe building
Paris Lodge, F. and A. M., at its anAlton C. Wheeler has
was erected.
nual meeting Tuesday evening elected
moved into rooms No. 1 and 2 in Maxim
the following officers:
Block, on the second floor, over the
W. M.-L. L. Bridge.
store of M W. Maxim, where be has his
S. W.—Sanfonl M. Brown.
J W.—Joslah S. Horr.
sign out for himself. The dissolution
W. O. Frot h Ingham.
Trees
went into effect Monday morning.
Sec.—Walter L. Gray.
S. I).—L. L. Powers.
Hamlin Lodge. Κ of P., will observe
J. D.—Krnert J. Record.
ladies' night Friday evening, Jan. 15.
Com. of Finance—Arthur E. Forbes, A. W.
A supper will be served the members of
Walker, Charles H George.
Trustee· of Chsrltv Fund—Charles H. George, the lodge and their invited guests in the
A. W. Walker. J H. Stuart.
after which
Μ Ε church at ϋ:45 ρ μ
The officers of Hamlin Lodge, K. of P.. all are requested to return to K. of P.
are:
Hall where an entertainment by local
for the current term of six months
talent will bo furnished. It is hoped
C. C.-F S. Wright.
Maxim.
S
V. C.—S.
that the services of a reader from out of
P.—T S. Baruee.
Grand officers
town may be obtained.
M. of W.-E F. Shaw
have been invited and expect to be
K. of R. an<l S—Walter L. Gray.
M. of F —C. W. Cha-e.
preseut. (Quests may leave their wraps
M. of K.-E. M M1 lit tt
if desired in the library.
Α.—Charles L Shaw.

purifier

that we cannot stand back of.

was

and a

"I have found » core for the misery
malaria poison produce·," >aj« R. M.
"It's called
James of Lonellen, S. C.
Electric Bitters, and comes in 50 cent
bottles. It breaks up » case of chilis or
a billons attack in almost no time; and
it puts yellow jaundice clean out of commission. " This great tonic medicine and
blood
gives quick relief in all
stomach, liver and kidney complaints
and the misery of lame back. Sold under
guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'a
drug store.

this advertisement and think it
over, have in mind that we do not advertise any goods

The Standard Oil Co. lias cot got t
Let us hop
pay that $-29,000,000 fine.
that the quality of the kerosene whic
has been furnishing darkness for ou
homes this w:uter will now be improved
It can't be made much worse.
A pair of gray squirrels were ear'
callers ou Porter S:reer Sunday morn
itig. They ran up -«nd down the maple
in the row alone the street, and gambol
ed playfully over the lawns, apparently
wh<
very little disturbed by the people
were fortunate enough to have a el.anci I
to watch them, and seemingly consciom
that there was a special law to protec
them.

Muslu
Underwear
Silt

▲ CURE FOR 1II8ERY.

NORWAY.

Legislature.

ai»

village corpora
ing:.
t!on have made a settlement with th«
Advertised letters in South 1'aris post Norway Water Co. on the basis authoriz
;
ottice Jan. 11:
ed at the last corporation meeting ο
Mre. H. W. t'erkin*.
foi
cent
of
the
contract
fifty per
price,
Mr. Ray Cawe.
the year ending Dec. 1st, this being witl
Mr. James P. KarrtDgton.
the distinct statement by the Norway
Mr. Harry Blakey.
Mr. Herbert t'ennock.
Mr. Clau'le Tooina*.

County's Delegation

From the Kennebec Journal's biographical sketches of member* of the leglila

The annual meeting of the UoiTeraalii

SOUTHPAWS.
Mrs. J. J. Murphy is
land for a few day·.

Th· Bereans will meet at the Method
tat charch Tuesday evening.

perfect

styles, some with ruffles DRAWERS, fine Nainsook, cut very full,
trimmed with deep lace and tuck*.
trimmed, others deep lace trim98c
Sale Price
50c
med front end back for
The
"ΤΠΕ
Isibell·,"
DRAWERS,
of
made
LongLARGE ASSORTMENT,
Many

going half

Κ ΚΕΙ)

Η. IJARTLKTT.

OHM AX L. STANLEY.

clerk live years; chairman board
selectmen four years. Member of
Republican Town Committee for a num
ber of years, and chairman at the present lime. Was a member of Republican
County Committee two years. Always
town

of

a

Vice-President— BesMe Chase.

Secretary—Bates 9. Hideout.
The officers of the New Idea Society
Stanley, Orman L., Kezir Palls. Rrpublican, Methodist, merchant, married; elrcted Wednesday are as follows:
at
educated
in
Born
31.
Porter;
Ρ résilient—Mrs. L H. Trufant
ige
Has held tl.e
Vice-President—Mrs. Lotta Ashton.
Parsonsfield Academy.
Secretary-Mrs. Winona Hunt.
•ffice of Superintendent of Schools of
Treasurer—Mrs. George P. Locke.
Porter, and Postmaster at Kezar Fall*.
Leon M. Longley has returned from a
Dealer in dry goods, boots and shoes,
business trip to Boston.
furniture and clothing. Member of K.
Harry L. Home has accepted the
>f P., F. and A. M.,
Chapter, Comof principal of the Mt. Vernon
mandery and Shrine, Always a Repub- position
High School.
ican.
V. W. Hills was at Portland Wednesday and Thursday and attended the

RepubBortleU, Frod Η., StoDeham.
lican, Congregationalism manufacturer,
lumberman and farmer, married; age
3S. Barn iu Stoueham; educated in the
town schools and at Bridgton Academy.
Superintendent of Schools eight year.*;

Republican.

opticians' meeting Wednesday evening.
It is reported that some person tired

two shots through the window at Elliott
Kimball's Thursday evening. Mr. Kim
ball lives on the Charles Crosby farm
where the shooting occurred.
The officers of the Congregational
Sabbath School elected Jan. 3, '00, are as
follows:

—

about 14 years.
In Noiway, Jan. 4, Dca. Osgood Perry, aged
83 years, 3 months, 28 days.
Γη Bryant's Pond, Jan. 5, Mrs. Josephine E.,
wife of Ansel Dudley, aged «1 years.
In Dlxflcld, Dec. 31, Mrs. Phebe Knapp, aged
75 yeare.
In Dlxfield, Dec. 2tJ, Mrs. Jecette Harlow, aged
82 years.

House

GOWNS

taby tucli, two inch hemstitched
hem. Sale Price 50c, lace trimmed 75c

ONE LOT, Chemise style, short sleeves,
hemstitched ruffle hround Deck and
39c
sleeves. Sale Price

SHORT SKIRTS

GOWNS, good material, V neck or Iïlgh
neck, yoke trimmed with tuck* and
ONE LOT. go)d muslin, fl inch tlounce
hamburg, ruffle itiound i:eck and
wi'.h I en siit h-j<l tucks and hem.
50c
s'eeves. Sale Prioe
25c
8ale Price
GOWNS, ma^e of Nainsork, chemise
with
tiounce
inch
β
SHORT SKIRTS,
style, circular joke of deep lace, beadclusters of pin tucks, with pretty
trimcuffs
and
neck
ribb'
with
n,
ing
50o
i.amburg f d«e. Sale Price
79c
med with lace. Sale Price
SHORT SKIRTS, S inch hwn flounce
GOWNS, fine sjft cott< n, round yoke of
with wide lace inrertlon, lace edi>e.
handFon e F:onch embroidery, l ead75c
Price
Sale
ing with satin ribbon, fin!shed bia*
fine Long
of
made
SHORT
SKIRTS,
cuff'·.
Sale
tape, hamburg trimmed
cloth with 8 inch hatnburg flounce
98c
Price
headed by tucks. Sale Price···-98c
of
circular
yoke
GOWNS, o^Nains ok,
lace Insertion and embroidery, beading
wi'h ribbon, lace trimmed collar and

COMBINATION

CORSET COVERS

torchon lace, two rows beading
with ribbon, lace trimmed arm sizes.

GOWNS,
yoke of

CORSET COVERS, soft cotton, trimmed l
with wide lace, beading with ribbon,

♦2.50.

deep

15o

Sale Prioe

were

For Sale.

Sunt —Eugene N. Swett.
A set. Supt.—Dea living Benn.
See. ami Trea>t.—!.. Fred Pike.
Llbrartsn-Ned Burnett.
Bennle Chaee.
Sui>t l'rlmarv Df|»t
aunt. Cradle Roll.—Mr*. Annie Barnes.
<ui>t. Horn? Dept.—Mrs C. N. Tubbs.
Executive Com.—R. I*· Home» Mrs. A. C. Mc·
Crcllls and Electra Brown.

93o,|1.25,|1.49

75o,

bon

GARMENTS

Maine 100 12.
Citizens1 4 22
Curtis Hill 8 22.
Curtis Hill 8-41.

telephone:

Newest Idea, the parmetts are cut
in oce piece, the conetruct'on does
away w itli awkwr.rd, bulging fullcese
at the waist and hips. Made of Nainsook, «Î inch rutile with clusters of

clctb aod Naicsook, handsomely trim
med with lace, embroidery aod rib-

SKIRTS, made of Long C!oth, 20 inch
cuff*, two satin bows on side re^'k.
flounce of flee lawn with large and
11.25
Price
Sale
email tucks, 10 inch ruffle of fine lace
fine aud
very
style,
GOWNS,
Empire
and shadow embroidery, a beauty
CORSET COVER and DRAWERS comsoft muslin, yoke of pin tucks and
12.98
Sale Prioe
b'ned, neck trimmed with embroid·
fancy embroidery, V neck, embroidery beading with ribbon, edged with
ered lawn ruffle around neck and |
lace, gathered at waist with beading
fleevee. Sale Price
$1-49
with ιibbon, drawers with hemstitched
ONE LOT, good quality, trimmed with

South Paris, Maine, Jan. 0, 1009.
The law firm of Wright Λ Wheeler
has been dissolved and the business of
Alton C.
the office has been divided.
Wheeler announces that he has opened
office» in Kooms 1 and 2 in Maxim Block,
South Paris, for the general practice of
law, with special attention given to collections, abstracts of title, and real estate

litigation.
Office telephones:

other

laoe

SKIRTS

spring,

materials.

hardly cover the cost of

Good paying- Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Hat and Shoe
Business. On spot cash basis.
Cirl Upton, whiln cutting ice for W.
Clean, up-to-date stock and
F. Young, had a ducking and very narfew days modern fixtures. Will invenrow escape from drowning a
ago. ife stepped upon a cake of ice and tory about $2500. Rent$100
M. at
fell into the water. Ho was unable to
I. G .—Charles W. Burgees.
of Mt. Pleasaut Rethe
At
meeting
Ο. G—J. J. Murphy.
swim but he could just touch the bottom per year, lease expires Oct.,
bokah Lodge Friday evening, the office)s
Grand l.odg» Rep.—). E. Everett.
of the lake and after some hard work 1911.
Owner has other busiAlt —Charte* M. Johnson.
for the year were installed by D I). P.,
succeeded in getting out, much exTrustee—Alfred 11. Jackson.
Mrs. Lihby of Norway, assisted by other
This
is an exceptional
ness.
hausted but much pleased.
Our January thaw was a good one, graud officers from the same place. RePomona held Its mreting this
Oxford
the
inopportunity for a hustling
with a rain storm Tuesday and Tuesday freshments were served after
The
week at Norway Grange Hall.
night which was heavier than anything stallation, and a social time was enjoyEasy terms, if
STANLEY BISBEE.
Worthy Master, C. S. Hamlin, opened young man.
TEΝ BKOKCK W. STETSON.
The officers are:
we have had certainly since last spring. ed.
the meeting. The fifth degree was con- desired, to
a
off
carried
large
It
party. If ina
right
Rumford.
for
not
If
S t-ί.—Mise A va Leach.
Republi- Stetson, T. Β. W., Hartford. Repub- ferred upon six candidates. After the
year.
Bisbee, Stanley,
V. U.—Mr*. Carrie A. Brljtir·.
can, Baptist, hardware merchant, marat
part of the snow on the hills, and
and dinner was served the following pro- terested investigate this
farming
ican,
11
tie
Leach.
MU»
m
G'ongregationalist,
Sec
Rec.
ried : age 41. Born in Bucktield; edudamaged the sleighing considerably, but Kin. 3ec.—Mrs. Sophia Clark.
umbering, married; age 54. Born in gramme was in order, viz.:
once.
was salvation to streams and wells, and
Treas. —Mrs. Hatt'e Oesn.
cated at Hebron Academy and Coburn
Thntr
iumner; attended the common schools
War.—Mrs. Eva Clifford.
Classical Institute. Has been s^ectman if Sumner and Hartford. Selectman Solo
considerably relieves the hardships of
F. 8. Pike.
RALPH H. MORRILL,
Ο. β.—W. L. Bonney.
of
tbe School
of
member
and to morrow of
to-dav
of
Buckiield;
Remark·—Yesterday,
many people, especially farmers, many
Ave
Giles.
board
of
the
Charlotte
Con —Misa
chairman
M
light
years;
Buckfield. Me.
W.
of
disB.
McKeen
the
Grange,
whom have been hauling water long
Fryeburg
Committee of Rumford six years. Be- 'ears. Clerk and Treasurer since 1002
Chap.—Mrs Eva Merrill.
Albert Rowc.
Reading
1. U.— Μγη Inoz Mollis
tances.
to Masons, Rumford R. A. Chapter,
longs
Morse
A.
E.
a
NOTICE.
Reading
K. S. Ν U.-Mr». Ε la Burliaok.
Uways Republican.
Choir.
Music,
Strathglass Commanderv K. T., I. O. O.
L 8. N. t* —Mrs. Mary Buck.
In the DUtrlct Court of tlic United States for |
The annual business meeting of the
R. S. V. β.—Mr·. Lizzie Mlllett.
AUSTIN A. NELSON.
In Fankruptcy.
F., K. of P., Grange and Kora Temple.
The clerks' committee on decorations
the District of Molno
Social Circle was held on

Nainsook, deep ported

98c

Sale Price

ruffle.

lace and bamburg, finished
CORSET COVER and SKIRT comwith wide beading with ribbon, cuffs
bined, trimmed with fancy embroidwith beading, ritb u and lace, were
ery beading with ribbon, finished with

$1.49

Sale Price

19c

Sale Price

25c.

fine

lace, skirt with Hource trimmed with
98c
lace and tucks. Sale Price

DRAWERS

TWO LOTS, soft cotton, 1st trimmed
CORSET COVER trd SKIRT combinONE LOT, good (otton, deep ruffle
with wide hamburg insertion with
ed, trimmed around neck with deep
e
or
5
tucks
of
c'u-ters
each,
with 2
libbon, embroidrry
beading and
lace, beading with ribbon, arm's eye
lt;ch hemstitched hem, were 25c. Sale
2nd,
around neck and arms1 eye.
59c
with lace. Sale Price
19c
Price
trimmed with throe rows lace inserwith ribbon, lace DRAWERS, fine quality, lawn ruffle
and
98c,
three

tion,
edge,

—

were

beading
50c. Sale Price

2δο
muslin,

CORSET COVERS, of cross bar
new and pretty, trimmed with wide

$1.25,

Several other styles,

tiimnud with wide torch» η 'ace, ho:d$1.49
ed by clus'erd of tucks, were 50c.

29c

Sale Price

Ια this sale will be

small lot of

a

muslin, deep fancy
fancy embroidery, leading with rib- DRAWERS,
Underwear that is
hamburg trimmed, with laby tucks. Muslin
bon. lace trimmed xrour.d neck acd
50c soiled that a little money will
Sale Price
50c
arm's eye. Sale Price
tine

slightly
bay.

You can't afford to miss this sale. We have only spoken ot a very lew
just to give you an idea of the good values we have in this department.

—

Congregational

L. S. V. ti.—Mrs. Jennie Walker.

Κ.

Mre. Annie Wilson, Mrs. Dora Green. Mr*. J. H.
Bean. Mrs. Walter Grav, Mre. Clara Howtrl,
Mrs S. G. Klder, Mrs. Sellle Power», Mrs. Γ. S.
Barnes, Mrs. John Chute, Mrs. Walter Swett,
Mr». Lydla Round», Mre. T. F. Hathaway, Mrs.
Angle Bolster. Mrs. W. ρ Maxim, Mrs. Agnce
Morton. Mre. Geo. Kkharde, Mr». Abble Jonea,
Mre. Arthur Talbot, Mise Anna Morse.

of last week District
Deputy George W. Haskell installed the
following as officers of Aurora Encampment for the year 11K1*:

Monday evening

Chief Patrift'ch-L W. Mollis.
High Prient—' J Merrill.
Senior Warden—C. A. Marston.

Scribe— G. W. Hask·»!!.
Treasurer—Α. K. Shurtleff.
Junior Warden—Η. T. Thayer.
G.—Carl Mamo.
9.—E. S. Doble.
S. 9. H et hi.
O. S
1st W.-L. Ε. Monk.
3d W.—Α. Ε. Dean.
3d W.—Α. Κ Clark.
4th W.—Η. Μ Brown.
1st Q. of T.—W. L. Bonney.
3d G. of T.-F. A. J. Tamin.

κ

MU«c>* Leach, Thayer,
Smiley, Mr». Wheeler, Mr·.

Chorus, Mr·.

Wilson,

Wheeler, Mr·.
Brlggs, Mr·. Buraham.

Μη. Burn ham.
Piano Solo, Fantasle Brillante,
Vocal Solo, Softly Sighs the Voice of Evening,
Mm. Wheeler.
Part

II—Elgar.

Piano Solo. Salut d'Amour, M las

Rlzpah Morton.

Mr·. Eastman.

Essay, Elgar,
Piano duet, Spanleche Tanze,
Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. Gray.

The annual meeting of the Citizens'
Co. was called at the assessore' office last Monday evening, but
owing to the circumstance* an adjournment waa made for two weeks. It was
voted last year to incorporate the company, which has heretofore been doing
business simply as an association. An
attempt at incorporation was made, but
it developed at the meeting last week
that the proceedings were defective, and
that oo legal incorporation had been accomplished. The matter was left with
a committee of three lawyers—James S.
Wright, Alton C. Wheeler and Walter L.
Gray—to see if tbey could straighten it
out and save the twenty-tive dollars
which had been paid in fees. They are
to report at the adjourned meeting.

Telephone

The pupils of Mrs. Cora S. Briggs held
their regular monthly recital Saturday
evening, Jan. 9th, at Highland Cottage.
About forty were presen\ and the fol-

lowing programme

was

played :

Star· and Daisies Waltz,
Ruth A ken.

Airy Fairies,

The

Fountain,

Spaulding.

Esther Pike.

Ruth Cummlng4.
Start-up, waltz
Mildred Noyes.
Fluttering Leaves
Elsie Gray.
The Fan
Marion Bangs.
The King's Delight,

— —

The

A

Little Ray

Madeleine Andrews.
of Suo«hloe,

Phyllis Taylor.

Smith.

Engkniann.
Koelllni.
Van

Llda Hntchlos.

Twilight Thought··,
Moon

Klsees,

Lillian

Powers.

Howard Chick.
Gleaming Waters
Beatrice Swett.
2ml Vtlte lu Β flat,
Berenice Sa»b.
The Last Smile,
Azola Pike.

Balancelle

Eddie Chick.

Gael.

Englemann.

Spauldlog

Duett, Cooing Doves,
Iva Merrill aa<l Rena Tribou.
Beautiful Evening star,

ReynaUl.

Mndre.
Hoist.

Cadman.

Godard.
Wollenhaupt
Wachs.

After the programme, refreshments were
served by tb» Misses Ida Dean, Grace
Dean, Marion Everett, Azola Pike, IS*

Bonney, and Berenice Νtab.

BOLSTER

DISTRICT.

Mrs. Alvin Lovejoy is quite ill. Mrs.
Wm. Dunn of Buckfield is caring for her.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Wheeler attended
Pomona Grange meeting at Norway last

Tuesday.

Dr. King of Portland spends a day
He seems
his farm nearly every week.
to enjoy the winter here as well as the
on

summer.

George Waterhouse, who
spend the winter with Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs.
to

Waterhouse'a sister, Mrs. I. D. Cumraings, were called to Bryant Pond on
account of the illness of their daughter,
{ Mrs. Minnie Jordan.
Mr. hall's Funeral.

The funeral of Abijah C. Hall, who
died Jan. 4th at his home on Oxford
Street, occurred on Thursday afternoon.
The services at the house were private
owing to the illness of Mrs. Hall, wbc
has recently passed through a sever*

but a public service was held
the Baptist church of which Mr. Hal
had been a member from the time of ill
organization. Rev. J. Wallace Chesbrc
officiated.
For several years, owing to deafness
and other physical ills, Mr. Hall has lec
rather a retiring life, but those whe
knew him, even but slightly, soon die
covered his many amiable qualities. Hit
generosity and frankness, hi* democratic
spirit, bis unfailing kindness and good
humor, his strict faith coupled will
broad sympathies which made him toi
erant of every one who was sincere and
honest, won for blm the kindly affectioc
of every acquaintance. A large circle ol
friends and relatives will greatly mist
his genial presence.
"Who dare· to a*7 such lhree are done,
Tluu the/ have passed away
Like going <!own of seulng sun—
Ah, no! They Itve (or aye.
They Ίο not need the sculptured store
To blnzen forth their worth;

operation,
at

Their pral»e Ν In the hearts of men,
Who wa k this lonely earth."

J. w. c.

theatre train Friday, Jan. 22d
;
Lewiston and return to "The Thief,'
at Km pire Theatre. Seats 50 cents t<
11.50. Fare 65 cents. See tittle poster
and dodgers for particulars.
to

Special

The Bath Iron Works will soon hav< >
men oo the payroll than ever be
(ore.
more

Tuesday evening.

on

The legislative committees were ana social time.
iouDcod Thursday morning. The Ox· Refreshments and
Annie E.
manager of the
urd County members bave committee local office of Monahan,
the Postal Telegraph Co.
lositions as follows:

Dell Witham is confined to the house
with the mumps.

expected

Republican.

House will serve a turkey supper
place at intermission. Both the decorations and the snpper are to be the best
ever given to the patrons of the clerks1
ball.
Carl Boynton entertained the Smiley

dry goods clerks

—

Wenrelch.
Klmba'l.

ducated in the town schools and at
lebron Academy. Selectman ten years;
Dost of the time as chairman. Always

Μΐιιτη.

V. ti.— C. A. Marston.
Kr«: Sec —Carl M aeon.
Kin. Sec.—C. H. Howard.
Tmi.-A K. Dean.
Janitor—VV. L. Itonney.
War —II. II. Uammon.
W. R Allen.
Con
o. I».—A- K. Hark.
1.1».—Robert Patereon.
R. S. N. G.—H. L. Swan.
L S. N. G.—S S. Marston.
K. s. S.—Ε. M. Mlllett.
I.. S. S.—C Ci. Ruck.
Chap —F. Ε Kimball.
Κ. 8. V. U.-P. Α. Mlllett.
L. S. V. U.—A. W. Grave*.

After the installation Grand Representative Λ. S. Kimball gave a highly entertaining and instructive talk on his recent
visit to the Sovereign Grand Lodge in
All who have beard Mr.
Denver, Colo.
Kimball speak will lealizd what a treat
this talk was to the members of Mt.
At the meeting of the
Mica Lodge.
The Euterpean Club carried out the lodge Thursday evening of this week the
the
following programme at its meeting last Initiatory Degree will be worked by
Monday held with Mine Nellie Jackson: new officers.
Current Musical Evente.
Boll Call,
Essay. Weber, Story of the Opera,
M re. Agnes Morton.
Overture, piano, (six hand·),
Mr». Brkkett. Mr». Smiley, Ml»e Wheeler.

an,

Thursday evening:
vu.—.ι

Brown

E.
have secured the services of
Nelson, Austin Α., Hebron. Republi- of
Portland for the decoration of the
no religious preferences, farmer,
hall. Landlord Ε. E. Young of the Elm
□arried; age 52. Born in Hebron;
at his

at the parThe officers elected were:
Ε. H. Allen, District Deputy, and an
sonage.
President— Mrs. J. s Wright.
installing team of grand officers from
1st Vice-President—Mrs. Α. Τ M'-Whorter.
Norway installed in a very impressive
2d Vice-President— Mrs L.J. Brlggs.
Mt.
manner the following officers of
Secretary and Treasurer—M rs Ο. K. Barrows.
Executive Committee —Mrs. A. W. Walke-, Mica Lodge, Î O. O. F., at its meeting

Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 3,

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
FLORA A. BROWS,
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Flora A. Rrown, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 9th day of
Jan., A. D. 1909, the said Flora M. I! row η waa
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of her creditors will be held at the
ofllcc of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the °J7th day of January, A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parts, Jan. 9, 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

CURE
FOR INDIGESTION. !

—

We

We give part'cular attention to the I
business of farmers.
#
A check account with this Bank is
convenience no farmer should be
without.

|

bills by chcck is the
and most convenient method.

I

a

Paying your

simplest

We do the bookkeeping, your deposit and check book keeps your
cash account.
We invite your business
how large or small.

Paris Trust

no

Eyestrain.

lffth,

Friday,

Eyes

Friday, Jan.

satisfactory.

Fridays.

day

| please

January,

duty

ever

carried

complete

line of

our

cold

proof shoes

and be

and remember that

cause.

In

style,

includes all

All

H.

1

!

the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine, in Bankruptcy.

In

)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
EZRA C. STAPLES,
of Peru, Bankrupt )
To the creditors of Ezra C. Staple», In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 30th day of,
Dec., A. D. 1908, the said Ezra C. Staples was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the,
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, 8outh
Paris, on the 20th day of Jan., A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the,
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.

}

South Parts, Jan. 2,1909.
WALTER L. QRAT,
Referee la Bankruptcy.
NOTICE.

Portland, Dec. 28tb, 1908.

Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of the
United states for the District of Maine, notice
Is hereby given, that
ALTON C. WHEELER of Paris,
In said District, has applied for admission as an
attorney and counsellor of said Circuit Court.

U

always right.

JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.

what

a

pair

of trousers,

have to offer you.
of finish, our trousers

we

perfection

good points cxpected. Our stock
grades of worsteds and cassimeres.

$1.50

$5.

grades

from

B.

FOSTER,

to

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

CONSIDERATIONS.
There

things to be considered
in selecting your Bank.

are

FIRST.
NOTICE.

{

are

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

We take

St., South Parle. Me.

see

fit and

have all the

RICHARDS,

(

prices

here and

come

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

U. 8. Circuit Court,
Maine District.

our

The next time you need

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

6 Pleasant

full line of

for every occasion.

lasting.

S.

a

MEN'S TROUSERS

away the strain and the relief
is

We also have

happy.

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

permanent relief in properly
adjusted glasses, because eyethe

a

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

|

chronic sick headaches, using 5
drugs of all kinds without ben- ç
efit, have found immediate and

was

We make

TRUNKS, BAGS and SUIT CASES,

T*|ANY
1

strain

County.

any store in Oxford

by

specialty of Comfort Μι ο ex for House Wear. If
of
you are troubled with cold feet, come here and buy a pair

who for yea· s have 5
suffered intensely from 5

I

Tenney,

Ooullst,

still here with the most

Tolophono 31Q>8.

Company,

Headaches and

CATARRH, ASTHMA,1
Coughs
guaranteed by

Dr. Austin

I

matter

South Paris, Maine.
Market Square.
Pythian Block,

—

_

are

All Kinds of Winter Footwear

—

f,

Christmas.

After

|

at Gardiner, haa charge of the Postal
office at the state capitol during the
legislature. Kate Monahan has charge
NOTICE.
of the Gardiner office in the meantime.
My wife, Lulu M. Mclntlre, having left my I
Both Annie and Kate were formerly in bed
and board, I hereby forbid an ν and a:l perthe public library in Norway and much sons from trusting her on my account for I shall
not pav any bills of her contracting.
liked.
Dlxlleld, Jan 8. 1'09.
A minstrel show will be given next
ADELBERT D. McINTIRE.
month under direction of W. S. Stearns
Joys.
at the Opera House.
Frank
and
Moore,
Representative Nelson is on TemperPhilip Stone has returned to Wales, A POSITIVE
ed', and State School for Boys, aud the
when he is engaged in teaching
louso Committees on Leave of Absence Mass.,
school.
ind County Estimates.
The officers of the Methodist Sabbath
Representative Stanley is on Edu- School are:
FBED S. SMITH.
If you have indigestion, your food
iation.
L. Joslln.^
fermente in the stomach and bowel·. It
Representative Smith is on Commerce, 8upt.—D.
Smith, Fred S., Andover. Republican,
Asst. Suyt.—Arihurtlorgan.
Fisheries and Game, and the
does more: it decays, and the nutritious
Dora McLucas.
8ec
Congregational ist, plumber, and farmer, nland committee
Asst. Sec.—Hazel Bennett.
on Elections.
matter which should go to make new
Born in Skowhegao, louse
married ; age 56.
R.
Trcae.—CRanger.
is
on Agriculblood decays with it, and this leads to
Representative Stetson
and educated tbere. Selectman eight
Librarian—Arthur Hart.
an impoverished condition of the blood,
two years.
Aset Librarian—Etbel Brown.
ure, and Mines and Mining.
years; on school board
to nervousness, biliousness, constipaOrganist—Mrs. L. H. Trufant.
Supt. Primary Dept.—Clara Connor.
tion, sick headache, bad breath which
Buswell.
Asst.
Maui
Mr·.
Primary
Dept.—Flora
Mr·.
8upt.
Angle Tubbp,
Ripley.
The Uoiversaliet fair by the ladies of;! rugene
disgusts your friends, and other disSupt. Home Dept.—Mr·. Ella Knlçhtly.
>ach, Mr*, will Ripley, Mrs. J. L. Foot, Mr*.
Helen Pike.
Asst. Supt. Homo Dept
the Good Cheer Society will be held in l 1. Κ. ΕI wants.
agreeable and unpleasaDt conditions.
Roll—Etta
Noyce.
8upt. Cradle
And all this trouble Is caused by the
Sew Hall, Wednesday, Thursday and ι
Lillian Shaw, Mrs I. E. AnAlice Gammon and
Statistical Secretaries
Candy—Mr·.
food that doesn't digest, but ferments
Friday, March 10, 11 and 12. The fol- Irews, M lea Grace Thayer, Mrs. Will C. Brooks, Mrs. Gertrude Allen.
lira. Ellis Doble, Miss Maud Douglass, Mrs.
rots in the stomach.
lowing committees have been appointed : ] Arthur
The Ν. E. 0. P. have elected officers and ofttimes
Dean, Mr·. Millie Fox, Mrs. Grace
And fermentation is caused by the
'lummer, Mrs. Ada Steven·, Mrs. J. P. Richard as follows:
GVNKRAL COMMITTEE.
stomach not being strong enough and
on, Mrs. Fred Scott, Mrs. Maud Davee, Mrs.
J. P. W—John M. Wood.
J. 11. Little, Mrs. J. H. Little, Mrs. A. D. Park, ! Γ. C. Tribou, Miss Helen l'orter, M las Clara
War—Etta M. Brock.
energetic enough to thoroughly mix the
Mre. C. A. Young, Mrs. H. E.Carter, Miss Grace
Slake, Mies Kan ni·} Blsbeo, Mrs. C. E. Mc Anile.
V. Warder—Grace B. Bennett.
food with the digestive juices.
Thayer, Mrs. J. G. Little lleld, Mrs. H. G. FletchR. See.—Ada A. Llbby.
Food and Lunch—Mrs. S. E. Tucker, Mrs. C.
er, Mrs. Llta S. Wootlbury, Mrs. J. S. Burbauk,
MIO-NA is responsible for tens of
F. Sec —John P. Calllnan.
Ï. Hrett, Mrs. Everett Abbott, Mr·. Augusta
Μη». I. E. Amlrews, Mrs. A. L. Holme», Mrs. H.
thousands of cures. In fact, it is such a
Treas—G. Julian Brtwn.
M. ChlM, Mrs. I. F. Evans.
Rumpus, Mrs. Charles Dunham, Mrs. A. K.
Guide—Carrie 8. Russell.
lackson, Mrs. E. W. Pierce, Mrs. F. E. Cotton,
positive cure for indigestion and all
NAME—NATIONAL BAZAAR.
Guard-Sadie V. Kimball.
kirs. 0. A. SwKt, Mrs. John Webber, Mrs. Wm
stomach troubles that it is guaranteed
Sen.—Albert Bennett.
I Fulbert, Mrs. Alton Maxim, Miss Glady· Cobb,
COMMITTEES.
by F. A. Sburtleff A Co. to cure or monklrs. Ε. H. Herrlck, Mrs. Wm. Blake, Miss
President each evening— Mr. A. L. Holmes.
his
nephew's, ey back. The price of a large box of
Jerry Souci died at
îVltherell, Mrs. Chas. Cutler.
Music—Mr. George So per.
Philip Souci's, on Thursday of poison- Ml-o-na tablets is 50 cento, and they are
Decorations—Mrs. A. L. Holmes.
Advertising—I. H. Little, Harold T. Thayer,
at
one
a
was
time
He
police officer sure to promptly relieve the worst case
ing.
Supper—3rd Division of Good Cheer.
M les Maud l>ouglas9.
at Berlin, Ν. H.
of indigestion or gastritis. Try tliem.
E.
H.
Mrs.
Carter,
Iteceptlon—Mrs. J. H. LUtlc,
The annual parish meeting and supper
Mis. Charlotte Howe, Mrs. Win. A. FrothlngWtal Statistics of Paris for 1908. of the UAversalist parish was held at
hain, Mrs. I. Ε Llbbv, Mrs. Ellen Taylor, Mrs.
The
A J. Penlcy, Mrs. Alice Thayer, Mies Hat.le
Examination of the records in the Concert Hall Thursday evening.
N.
G.
Sess'ons,
Mrs.
8.
P.
Mrs.
Stearns,
was called together by Clerk
Doblc,
;own of Parie for the year just closed meeting
Mrs. L M. Tufts, Mrs. C. P. Berry.
ihows a good natural increase of popu- Kidlon, and the warrant read, following
DEPAKTM ENTS.
at which about
ation, the births exceeding the deaths a most tempting supper,
Ait—Mrs. Α. I). Park, Mrs. J. Θ. Hurbank.
five members of the parish were
seventy
cent.
E.
sixty
per
Mis.
C.
jy
Lizzie
Mrs. Clara Cole, Mrs.
Edgerly.
The following ( fficers were
Howe, Mis* Ilattlc Leach, Miss A va Leach, Mrs.
Excluding from consideration the still- present.
elected:
Iva Ersklnc, Miss Carrie Hall, Miss Grace Λ.
the records show these figures:
iorn,
Thayer, Mrs. Annie Swift, Mis* Isabel Morton,
Molerator— (J. t.. Turtle.
The number of living children born in
CURES
Mls< Klzpsh Morton, Mrs. Nellie Brlckett.
Clrk-C. F. UHlon.
;own during the year 1908 was SO, beand Colds, of
Committee—C. L. H,thaway, W. C. Bronchitis, Croup,
Parl-h
Mrs.
Montell
and
Useful—Mrs.
Turner,
Funey
in
towns
other
families
4
born
tides
and
Curtis.
G. L.
to,
Lenvltt,
K.N.Hall, Jlij. Κ. N. Anderson, Mrs. Angle
money back. Sold and
Trcas. and Col —S. W. Goodwin.
which are permanent residents of this
Cutler, Mrs. J. G. Llltlcfleld, Mrs. Herbert Hit
Music Commute—Carrie Tucker, Nettle Fuller,
tun, Mrs. Cora llanly, Mrs. Lena Cox, Mrs. !, »wn.
F. A. SHURTLEFF A CO.
Lizzie Sampson, Gertrude Gardner.
Charles Newel', Mrs. Llla 8. Woodbury, Mrs.
of
total
number
recordThe
marriages
Rose
ΜΙ·β
MurGen. Morton, Mrs. MaTltcomb,
were
officers
the
various
Reports of
phy, Mrs. Amy Strickland, Mrs. Nettlo Weeks, Mi is 58. In six of these neither parly
Mr··. W. A. Edwards, Mrs. H. W. StarblrMrs. was a resident of Paria.
In the other read. The treasurer reported about one
Frank Uunbtm, Mrs. Archie Cole, Mrs. Vlrgie
dollars on hand. All bills paid
hundred
Elfty-two, solemnized here and elsewhere,
Wilson.
Extensive repairs to
jne or both of the parties were resi- during the year.
Aprons—Mrs. Chas. Thayer. Mrs. Frank Buck, ients here.
parsonage and hall bave been made. The
Mr*. Sarah Bildgham, Mrs. Orra Bumpu', Mrs.
Deaths numbered 50, making, on a fair ladies' circle turned in seven hundred
Isabel Brooks, Mrs. Helen M. Child, Mrs. Ε. H.
A large list of Will be at his
Farrar, Mrs. Krei' Hall, Mrs. Sarah Leach, Mrs. Mtimate of the present population, the dollars during the year.
Norway office over C.
Mrs.
L
K.
Mrs.
Chas.
Monk,
Wy- low rate of
in.
Harry Lane,
only a little over 14 to the new members of the parish was voted
man, Mrs. W. B. Russell, Mr·. Leon Russell,
F.
Ridlon's
of
the
of
board
At a special meeting
grocery, store, Main St.,
thousand. The greatest age was 88, at
Mrs. Ella Rlplev, Mrs. J. J. Merrill, Mrs. H. G.
Fletcher, Mrs. J. A. Thurlow, Mrs. H. E. Thur. which two are recorded. The numbers management of the Norway Publlo
Jan.
low, Mrs. M. A. DeCoster, Miss Annie Newton, In the several decades of
Library a large list of new books was
age are:
Mrs. W. E. Mason, Mrs. J. P. Abbott.
ΙΟ A. M. to 4 p. M.
It was also voted to accept
9 purchased.
9ver 80 years
Handkerchiefs and Infants' Wear—Mrs. J. D. Ï0W80
10 the offer of the Norway Λ Paris Street
8th.
At Rumford,
Haynes, Miss Hattle Burnel!, Miss Laura Bur· » to 70
7
Railway Co. to give lights for the library
nell, Mrs. F. S. Cltrk, Mrs. Belle Jonea, Mrs. D. W to 60
S
of
the
the
rooms
E. Dresser, Mrs. W. L. Farrar. Mrs. Geo. Froth- 10 to 50
management
and
all
free
Glasses
provided
examined
6
The
1 library would wire the rooms.
Ingham, Miss Nettle Getchell. Mrs. Harold Gam- 50 to 40
warranted
mon, Mrs. Minnie Ham, Mrs. Will Kenney, Miss iO to SO
4 executive committee will have the
lights
E.
P. 10 to 20
Helen King, Mrs. Roxle McArdle, Mrs.
1
Purlin, Miss Gertrude Hall, Mrs. Wirt Stanley, 1 te 10
î put in at once.
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Mrs. Myrtle Burgess.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Smith enterexcept
tained the Merry Eight at whist and re- Lewiston, every
Underwear—Mrs. Sarah Clark, Mrs. H. E.Tarter, Mrs. I. F. Evans, Mrs. Georgia Thayer, Mrs.
Elbert M. Bate· of Richmond was freshments Friday evening.
J.J. Murphy, Miss Maud Carter, Mrs. A. H.
at
are
Charles E. Freeman and crew
Doble, Mrs. J. F. King, Mrs. J. S. Brown, Mrs. found guilty of manslaughter in the
NOTICE.
Teresa G rover, Mrs. J. A. Kenney, Mrs. Achsa Sagadahoc County court at Bath Friday. work cutting and hauling the timber
Shaw. Mrs. Frank Maxim, Mrs. Hester A. Oldthe Oxford town farm.
from
All persons who have a bill against
He
was charged with causing the death
Mrs.
Eroest
F
Ε. Porter,
Kenne·,
ham, Mrs.
The Partridge Lumber Co. have start- the town of Paris in any account,
of Miss Winnie Kincaid, 21 years of
Mrs. John Simpson, Mrs. Roncllo Edwards, Mrs
ed the new saw mill at Norway Lake.
Carroll Edwards, Mrs. 8. A.Barry.
to pre·
age, by a criminal operation. The jury
consider it your
Motion for a Work was commenced Friday. Victor
Chllden's—Mrs. C. A. Young, Mrs. Lottie Ab- waa out abont nine hours.
saw sent it at once.
about
the
at
work
while
bott. Mrs. Harold Brlggs, Mrs. C. G. Curtis, Mrs. new trial will be made.
Partridge
native
Bates is a
Selectmen of Paris.
J. E. Kenney, Mrs. Minnie Fom, Miss Belle
about 40 yean old, of· reoelved a severe cat on bis hand which
Tufts. Mrs. Ella Young, Mrs. Winslow Thayer, of Richmond,
will lay him up for some time.
1909.
Mrs-Marshall Weeks, Mrs. Mary Hatch, Mrs. good family.
Senator Hastings is chairman of the
ludiciary Committee.
Representative Bartlett is on Interior
Waters, and Indian Affairs.
Representative Bisbee is on Appropriions and Financial Affairs.
Representative Lane is on Interior
Fisheries and Game, and State School for

MAINE

NORWAY,

several

Strength—Financial strength.

SECOND.
THIRD.

The

care

with which the

bank

is

managed.
tesy and spirit of accommoda-

The

cour

tion

displayed by

the officers and

em-

ployees.
FOURTH.

The

and

ability of the Bank to properly
promptly handle all your business.

To those wishing desirable banking relations, we offer our
services as an old established, permanent, conservative and

accommodating Bank, promising
careful attention

to all business

courteous treatment

intrusted

and

to our care.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

Norway, Maine.

i4

GOODYEAR

An Invaluable

Family
Glove Rubbers
Remedy
Best
—

August 14, 1906.
"Would say in regard to 'L. P.' At.vood's Bitters they are invaluable in
cuses of indigestion, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house for family uje.w

—

Best Wearing

Yours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

Rubbers made.

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitttrrs have
earned a great reputation by relieving

sickness and promoting health. They
the "family physician," the great
household remedy in thousands < f
h iines—always handy—always safe—r!
λ iys
reliable and efficacious. At tiie
are

Frothingham,

W. 0.

No. 356.—Central Aorostlo.
(Words of five letters.)
A state or rank;
To reimburse;
Large animals;
The universe;
The coffee bean;
▲ mob or herd;

Hampden Corner, Me.,

Pitting

AND

The Ρuzzler

iti^ie, 35c.

Parie.

A little wheel.
Centrale—a bird.

Ne. 367.—Always With You.
I belong to the literary fraternity,
and, though near the foot of the clask,
I hare a recognized usefulness. In association with uiy comparions I am
nearly always the last one to appear.
In rare instances I take the lead. I
begin the year and through Its first

two months am in constant evidence.
Later I am on duty at two different
A new Lot
times.
The best of
I am devoted to the young, am fond
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old of the baby and watch over the months
Goods 6usiness.
to Learn the
of lufancy. I go with Mm through his
goods. Call and see this line.
No youth and to full maturity. I do not
Must be strictly honest, neat in
to.
attended
bing
forsake him lu longevity.
appearance, energetic, must not use charge for team.

South

Young Man Wanted
Dry

Job-

promptly

tobacco in any form and be clean in
L. M. Longley,
A fine place for such a
one to fît himself for a high position
Maine.
Vorway,
Apply by letter only, referring to at
least two responsible parties as to
The Greatest Discovery
character.
Address "Dry Goods,"
that has been made in years is
Care of Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

No. 358.—Word 8quare.
My first is made up of twelve months.
My second is the end of Henrietta.
My third is a very small part of anything. My fourth was used in sac-

all habits.

Bloodine.

To the Horse and Dairy Men!
have the facilities for

I

rifices In Bible times.

Which is now on sale at the
Drug Store of this town.

No. 359.—Added Letter Puzzle.
Add a letter and change a singer
Into hair; to preserve into a support;
a resinous substance into a cord; a
curse into a vegetable; a boy's nickname into a church dignitary; to discover into a demon; a flower into a
festival; prayers Into edges; not early
into triumphant; you into part of the
face; truth into α side; to perform
Into an animal; a cause luto to stop;
a sleep into low; came together Into
fit; ourselves into employment; a metal into part of a fork; a tap Into the

Leading

positive proof has been shown
us of the merits of BLOODINE that we
ask anyone who has the least doubt
Such

handling

GRAIN

try it on our perremedy
sonal guarantee. If you bave no appemill in town.
tite, a lame back, pain in the kidneys,
about this

to

cheaper than any other
Call and get my prices and convince mucus in the urine, cloudy urine, brick
dust deposits in urine, frequent urinatyour self.
fit Into fuel; a tatter into anger;
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy ing, (bed wetting) in children, scanty head;
full of bones Into a wood; α cooling
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock urine or any Kidney, Liver, Bladder or
implement into a temple; to sway into
disease and if BLOODINE does
I call your attention to these Blood

Feed.
two feeds

and cannot
I have

a car

that is odd
the

price

Be

Hay

they have stood
be surpassed.

the

as

of Cotton Seed Meal

weight,

so

low to cut it ofl.

sure

before

and get

buying.

my

prices

A. O.

15

years

Bigelow.

sending

Boston.

10

cents

in

silver

A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.

or

plumbing.

business

Pipe, Fittings,
and Light. City Water.
in general repairing of

W. S. Jones. Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

newspaper (or busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribnne, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept In close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, bucyoucan secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
is a

metropolitan
as a daily,

good

AS
A
DAILY

Bold Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos
Large

Organs.

s

Stock of New Pianos and

Write for

a

good

trade in musical instruments.

of

catalog

Organs.

playerpianos.

Here is

Billings Blook,
utb. Parle,

FT .EASE

Maine.

«

in

Keep

When in want of

anything

MIND!

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MOSSY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Faints,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Faints,
Varnishes,
Floor Finish,
Roof Faints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liqtid Filler,
Wagon Faints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ MUligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Houae Faints,

Faroid

Roofing-The
try

beet of all

imitation*.

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.

Regular

sizes of door· io stoek.

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

Don't

The kind that lasts.

Have your veranda screened in.
Ac.

oloth, spring hinge·,

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

t lephones and Eleotrical Supplies—We sell "Colombia Ignition
best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

COBNSTABCH

PUDDING.

Make a pint of soft cornstarch pudding in the double boiler; add sugar and
a little salt and a halT-cup of chopped
almonds; cool, and pour Into glasses;
serve very cold.
A little almond flavoring may be added If desired.
TEBBAPIN.

a

teaspoonful

of

Batteries" the

a

pint

chopped parsley,

WHIPPED
or

CBEAM.

more

or a preserved cherry or
pineapple preserve.
BAKED CELEBY

a

spoonful

AND CHEESE.

and stew the celery till transparent; arrange in a baking-dish with
layers of white sauce, grated cheese, and
seasoning, with cheese on top, and bake.

II.
name declares a debt.
But not the amount.
Each one of my letters
As vowel may count.

My

No. 362.—Numerical Puzzle.
1 2
4

3

j

5

U 7

My 3, 4, 5 is to obstruct. My 1, 4, 7
is to bend under weight. My 2, 4, β
is a carriage; 5, 4, 3 is Insane.
Place these letters in the postions
indicated by the figures in the diagram
aud read therefrom my whole (using
some of the letters twice), which is the
name of a large island.
No. 363.—Anagram.
Yet hear; all off.

Up and 4own the leaves are twirling,
Round and round the leaves are whirl·
Ins.
Dancing lightly in the wind,
Sighing sadly in the wind.
Crumpled, rumpled and upcurllng,
At the mercy of the wind.
Whispering of their emerald glory.
Of dead summer's old, sweet story,
Moaning, sobbing In the wind.
Tossing, fluttering In the wind.
Dreading winter stern and hoary.
At the mercy of the wind.

Key to the Puzzler.

350.— Novel Acrostic: Initials,
Charles Dickens. Thlnl row, "Pickwick Papers." Crosswords: 1. Cyprlot.
2. Hairpin. 3. Ascribe.
4. Rokeage.
5. Lawless, β. Edifice. 7. Seclude. 8.
10. Chagrin.
Dakotas. Θ. Impeach.
11. Klpskln. 12. Ejector. 13. Norther.
14. Session.
Terminal
No.
351.
Deletion: 1.
Grover, rover, rove. 2. Smite, mite,
mit. 3. Orange, range, rang. 4. Slope,
lope, lop. 5. Stone, tone, ton.
No. 352.—Charade: Has-ten, Hasten.
No. 353.—Additions: Imp, ale—impale. Bulls, eye—bullseye. Nan, keen
—Nankin. Pea, age—page. Den, mark
—Denmark. Asp, Ire—aspire.
No. 354.—Vowel Changes: 1. Bag.
No.

—

beg. big. bog, bug.
lug.

2. Lag, leg, log,

No. 355.—Hidden Author: Lion, on
Ion. wheel, easel, lumber, lute—Lowell.

W heeler,

W. J*.

ALMOND

Cut'up

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. A. RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S
to buy for New Year's present.
MENT.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and

other musical merchandise.

pinch

tion,

stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.

good

pudding

of

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.
a

thi·,

of cream; flavor
and sweeten, and put into a pail or coved monld; bury in ice and salt or in
Know and salt for flve hours; serve in
glasses with a little ginger on each por-

LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

Address,

to melt

FBOZEN

THE SHOP,

STATE-

For several years I was afflicted with

kidney trouble and last winter I was suddenly stricken with a severe pain in my
kidneys and was confined to bed eight
days unable to get up without assistance.
My urine contained a thick white sediment and I passed same frequently day
ind night.

I commenced taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually
kbated and finally ceased and my urine
I cheerfully recombecame normal.
mend Foley's Kidney Remedy, F. A.
Shurtleff Jfc Co.
"I did my beat to be entertaining,"
nid the young man in a voice of sorrow.
"Did you succeed?"
"I'm afraid not. I recited Hamlet's
toliloquy. She looked at me reproachfully for several seconds and then ex-

claimed, "I don't
funny P'

think that's very

Do yon have that dark brown taste in
roar month every morning when you
iwake? If so, you are bilious and should
Sake two or three of those little Bloodine
Liver Pills. Easy to take, never sicken,
ireaken or gripe. 25 cents, mailed by
Fhe Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

Manyklds—There is one thing
ibout our girl·—they are always selfMrs.

possessed.
Mr. Manykids—Yes? they're too selfpossessed. I wish they'd get some one
»lse to possess them.

Tou would not delay taking Foley's
Sidney Remedy at the first sign of kld-

bladder trouble If you realized
iey
hat neglect might result In Brighfs disiase
or
diabetes.
Foley's Kidney
ïemedy corrects Irregularities and oures
ill kidney and bladder disorders. F. A.
ihortlefl 6 Co.
or

»u<Jh·

Set a moment in a hot ies for these purposes by an equal appropriation from the state within certain
and serve at once.
limits. Is akin to laws In other sûtes
are
schools
BAKED BBEAD-AND-CHEESE PUDDING. where technical training
a blessing to the Individual and
Butter well a
dish; pnt in proving
of
Industry.
a apur to the growth
small, rather thin elioes of bread to oover
Recent developments in regard to Imthe bottom, and add very thin sllcee to purity of milk offered for sale In some
cover thi· of aoft American cheese; of our communities and the presence of
among dairy herds,
sprinkle with a good deal of salt, a bovine tuberculosis
of baking suggest faulty construction of our milk
pinch of cayenne and a
as provisions for
far
so
Inspection laws
soda, and repeat till tne dish is full; the
enforcement of the same by local Inin
set
and
on
milk
to
oover,
barèly
pour
spectors Is concerned. I suggest to you
a hot oven for about balf an honr, when
the need of legislation looking toward
it wiii be puffy and brown; serve at the state Inspection of milk.
The exthe state, would
once.
pense, thus entailed upon
even
but
communities,
be lifted from the
MASHED POTATO PEABS.
If the expense were not thus relieved,
safeBeat up some hot mashed potato with the lives of little children and the
not to be Ima little milk till it is smooth; season and ty of the whole people are
periled by false economy. The present
shape with the bands into pears, putting laws
In many
are notoriously Inefficient.
a very little flour on the hands if the
cities they operate practically to create
a
of
each
end
sticks.
In
one
put
potato
sinecures for political workers with not
whole clove to represent a blossom end, even a pretense at the inspection of the
and in the other a straight piece of pars- watered and doctored decoctions that
ley for a stem; serve on their sides, or pass for milk.
The competitive system which has alstanding, blossom end down, on a flat,
ready been established In the state In
hot dish.
certain lines should be extended and othBICE AND DATE rUDDING.
er contracts entered Into by the state.
Much of the legislative advertising of
Wash and chop half a pound of dates;
before committees of the legisa hearings
into
rice
of
two
tablespoonfnls
put
lature Is waste. Tour co-operation is dequart of milk with two tablespoonfuls sired toward a reform In this direction.
of sugar and a pinch of salt; bake this It Is obviously extravagant to advertise
for an hour, stirring often; when the hearings upon local issues In newsparice is swelled and tender and the milk pers which do not circulate in the loThe expense
thick add the dates; cook again, stirring cality Interested therein.
advertising a hearing for private legoccasionally so the dates will not settle, of
be
borne
by the Interislation should
till thick; serve very cold.
ested parties.
I suggest to your consideration a reform
MACABONI AND OYSTEBS.
While It Is
in our corporation laws.
Boil the macaroni in salted water until true that the state Is receiving large
dish
a
shallow
very tender; strange In
revenue from this source, It is also true
one layer an inch thick; season with that. In a considerable measure, it Is the
salt and pepper; add half a pint of small price of prostitution. Much of the scandrained oysters; make a cup of thick dal connected with corporations Is made
laws
white sauce, using the oyster liquor for possible by such loose corporation
Main·. I hope you will
as we have in
on
of
half
and
over
this; put
part,
pour
take steps to remodel them, along evia second thin layer of macaroni and seadent lines of reform, thus restoring to
soning, and spread the white sauce over Maine her seifrespect.
the top; eprinkle with sifted bread
The Cattle Commletionera.
orumbs, and dot with butter and bake
The laws governing the Board of Catbrown.
tle Commissioners need some changes,
oven

Whip

I.
Ida wed a western man.
Who proved a worthless Bc*mp—
Only lived to lisli and hunt,
Was always on the tramp.
When the garden grew to weeds,
As It was sure to grow,
He did not exercise himself.
He Just said, "···, ·**."

doubtics» be presentea 10 you ytwinn*
of ell
for the retirement on half pay
actual
warden» and Inspectors who have
at
Iv served 25 year· or morr
also
heartily endorse «uch a bill. You wl.l
have for your consideration a propo?:·.
carriage
a
of
fireproof
for the building
at an
ahop. harness «hop and repository
There I»
expense not te exceed 115.000.
«
such
for
need
of the great

grated cheese.

serve in individual dishes when the
whole is thick.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

machine work and

bissotto.

(OoBttBMd from pan ce·.)

Boll balf a cap of rioe in salted water no question
till it is tender and the water Is absorb· bulldinr
ed ; stand the dish in the oven with the
Some Suggested Legislation.
door open, and 1st It steam dry; oook
May I suggest for youj consideration
down thick a half can of tomato, · small the advlaablllty of aome legislation lookonion chopped fine,
parsley, salt and ing to public aid for manual and techto
pepper; do not strain, but fold into the nical training schools? A proposition
citrioe; pnt on a hot dish, and oover with meet the expenditure by towns and

and

and bfautifie» th« hair.
luxuriant growth.
a
I Sever Tuila to BMton Otmj
I Hair to ita Youthful Color.
I Cum acaip ··»· k hair falling.
«Uc,an<Hl .U)a» PniCTiM»

Electric Power

Recipes.

juice,

No. 361.—What States?

A good
Valves and Plumbing Supplies.
All in running order and doing

Is aonclted. Address: Edllor flOMBUUM'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parts, Me.

brown stock of soup; or, use browned
flour and water and season well ; add
salt, cayenne, a tablespoonful of lemon

ICImdm·
;r·
I

Parmenter, Norway, Maine.

Comepondenoe on topic· of lstoraat to the ladles

MOCK

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

WATCHES.
CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN. Binds State and Governor

Cut np cooked liver into small cubes;
add to a cupful one chopped hard-boiled
egg; heat in a quarter cup of brown
gravy from the liver or make a little

stamps to pay postage.
Address The Bloodine Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Guaranteed.

With Dr.

Grocery Store.

To prove the wonderful
merits of Bloodine we will mail
a large sample bottle to any one

All Work

OE19,

a

FREE

expert Watch,

No. 360.—Found In

Makshfikld, Vt., Oct 22, 1904.
The Bloodine Co., Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir*:—Please send me six bottles
of Bloodine. It has done me a world
of good; it has stopped the hemorrhages; and I am feeling much better.
Signed, Mrs. Octavia E. Carpenter

LORD,
maker with
Kennard it Co

be fairer'.'

cured.

on

South Paris.
West paris

i

I

we

Hemorrhage of the Bladder

A. C. Maxim,
Molls.
Two iwmic

help

Could

making

am

to unite; a Journey into kind of food;
meat Into a light: to abstain into to
Indulge; equal value into a fruit; to
sink luto to rise.—Youth's Companion.

you, we do not want your
money for it and will return it to you
for the asking.
not

test

ana in
eereropmenr et new engnme, am i o·- sens upon iana m unincorporated
Ι1·ν· it will bo Mowtrr for Main· to ncorporated towns -all the·* are proposed by thla report and will com* to
let about the construction of thorough*
far·· crossing the Stat· from border to tou presumably from the legislature aa
relaw·
uniform
nattera for your determination. May 1
border. A passage of
leglalature,
garding the license and control of auto- .irk every member of thla
mobiles. uniformity la Insurance law· jarefully to read rhe report of the tax
rather aanot
I
ahould
of
or
and
.-ommlsalon,
and the preservation
propagation
shell flsh are also subject· of'common In- tume that every member of theae dellberterest to New England. The prearavation itlve bod lea here aaaembled haa already
of shell flsh is of more than ordinary ■ead It? You owe It to the atate, at leaat.
Importance as a legislative question at » appreciate the rravlty of aome of Ita
this time, because it Is being so seriously lUggeatlons. before you enter upon the
agitated In other New England states, .Onalderatlon of thaae subject·, aome of
where they not· the rapid depletion of them Implying a radical departure from
the shell flsh beds through unscientific Jie cuatoma and pollclea of nearly a cenLet every peraonal consideration
Massachusetts propos·· to ,ury·
treatment.
leas· th· unproductive t!d« water lands ie set aalde In your deliberation·. Let
to privât· partie· for the cultivation of public good over-balance private greed.
•hell flsh. especially clams and quahaug·. Let us do nothing In baate that we shall
The chairman of the Massachusetts Fish lave to repent at lelaure, but lat ua not
the >e afraid to go ahead. While the beat
and Game commission estimates
prospective value of the clam industry It tax eystrms la bound to be faulty.
be
from
state
to
:hat ayatem Is abaolutely vlcloua and un·
In
that
Ιβ,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΦ
klone
the ipeakably evil that la fashioned In favorIn place of
to $7,000,000 annually,
present income of about (700,000. Maine's
Rlain or conceived In a spirit of reprlaal.
Interest In a similar Industry may easiThe current queatlons of taxation can
ly surpass that of Massachusetts if we
never be settled right, even for this gentake steps to prevent further exterminto
eration until they dispense justice
ation of our beds and to cultivate them
a»
every man. rich or poor, and so far
In places where they have already disappossible dispose the burdens of publie
peared. I am aware that the state ha· tax In Juat proportion to every lntereet,
in
taken cognizance of thl· situation
great or small.
previous legislature·, but much remain·
Temperance and Prohibition.
to be done,
especially In the determination of some law by which this valuable
And now. as wo draw nenr the close,
fosand
be
safeguarded
Industry may
permit me to say a word concerning the
tered.
taws prohibiting: the sale of Intoxicating
In
Whether additional legislation Is rebeverages and their enforcement.
I
uige upon you the
the first place,
quired or Is possible touching riparian
lights, 1 leave to your honorable body,
thought with which I opened misaddress,
but I recommend an Inquiry Into this
namely, that the burden Is upon you and
I
not upon me to formulate legislation.
subject There Is a provision in some of
are
our states that no municipal or public
am glad to fulfill my duties which
board
Infar
or
other
so
or
or
Inform,
public
to Sugg**!, admonish,
corporation
terest engaged In supplying any village
as I am able but If you look to me for
have
or
devljes
or city with water, should acquire lands
new
expedients I
for additional sources of water supply
Your duty and mine
none to offer.
state
the
authority
«ave
constitution—mine
approves.
the
are
fixed
by
Whether the beds of our rivers and the
to
legislate, but
to
execute,
yours
Ihores ther»of can be alienated In such a
and mine are fixed by the constitutionthe
In
to
as
to
competition
legislate, but
prevent
iray
mine to execute, yours
Itorng·* of Ice. and In other uses regardI shall not hesitate to exerciae every
and
td to be for the public well-being, seems
privilege
constitutional obligation
lo me to b«s a proper subject for invesbelonging to my office, to redeem the
tigation.
solemn pledgea that we have made for
Prize· For Forett Growth.
enforcement.
Today, wo have prohibition In the conI shall transmit to you later the propstitution. state enforcement in the stat»sltion of a cltlsen of Maine to give to
utes, and resubmission in the limbos.
the state of Maine to be its property forIf you will be content to let them reever, one thousand dollars, on condition
main there, with such legislation as you
that In consideration of said gift the
may devise to simplify their operations
itate shall, once in 18 years offer five
and equalize their burdens and responsiprizes for the flve lots of young foreat
bilities, and will turn your attention to
frowth, the same to be awarded by the
graver things, such as the conservation
tate forestry commissioner, subject to
of the
resources
of the great natural
lie approval of the governor on Jan. 21,
atate, the determination of the pressing
.927. and once In 18 years thereafter forIn
keepto
taxation
of
;
legislation
Issues
tver. In accordance with certain rules
ing with the national spirit of moral and
donor, said forestry
aid down by the
economic reform, you will pursue the
prizes to bp known by the name of the

CBANBEBBY

COMPOTE.

Take left-over cranberry jam, and to
two cupfuls add balf a cup of seeded
raisins and the pulp of an orange with a
tablespoonful of finely chopped rind;
cook till thick, adding a little more
sugar if necessary. Serve with meat.

lonor. The details of the proposition wll
>e submitted to you in connection with
.he offer. Inasmuch as the gift entails
:he obligation upon the state for all
:lme to give a similar prize once In 18
rears by state appropriation, the mat:er properly comes before you for your

I desire «lac to call to your attention
and
the mutter of pollution of river·
lake·, which are now or may become
sources of supply for domestic purpose·,
and to the determination of the powers
of health under all
of the state board
is
circumstance· where public health
menaced. The evil· arising from the discharge of raw sewage Into streams an 1
It is pointed out
lakes are enormous.
that sanitary science prescribes definite
and effective methods of sewage disposal.
When you conaider the fearful mortality
from this eoure· throughout the country,
which In 1900 was estimated by the census to be over thirty-five thousand lives,
it Is plain that there is a material waste
as well as a disregard of human life In
present crude methods observed in the
disposal of seyage
Protection of our forests from (Ire will
require your attention In some measure
at this session, und it is suggested first
of all that the governor be empowered

there are several Inconsistencies which
should be remedied. The Board of Cattle
Commissioners has been actlv· in Its
work and In aectlons where the testing
for bovine tuberculosis haa been going
on for the past three yeara, the percentage of diseased cattle haa dropped from
A report
tlx percent to two percent.
of this commission will be before you,
the
consider
to
have
queswill
and you
tion of its finances, as well as of the
other questions suggested.
Some reform Is necessary In our cauThe platforms of our politicus law.
cal parties are pledged to It and the
evils of our present lack of system are
Either a sysapparent to every voter
tem of primary elections or a law that
would provide for the holding of all caucuses the same day, to be fixed by statute law, or such other method as seems
wise and Judicious to you. are within the
The questions
scope of my suggestion.
Involved In this legislation are of great
the
to
purity of the ballot
importance
1 urge
and to the safety of the state.
you to work In harmony to enact a law
which shall meet the requirements of
1 consider that there Is no
this state.
issue of greater moment than a purificaour
of
tion
present Ioosp and Irregular
We
methods of procedure In caucus.
have the benefit of the experience of
have
which
enacted
states
thirty-two
frlmary election laws. We ought to be
Such a
able to profit by their wisdom.
law. 1 believe, would tend to elevate the
right of suffrage In Maine.
1 heartily endorse a measure shortening the hours of labor for women and
children In our factories.
Upon this
question both of the leading political parties In Maine are united. Such'legislation Is humane and progressive in Its
tendency, and the law proposed, which
limits the legal measure of the hours of
work for women and children in our factories to fifty-eight hours a week is on a
level with those adopted by every other state in New England.
as

to extend close season in years of exhnve
Just
treme drought, such as we
passed through Other and possibly better methods than this will be presented
to you. I trust, and 1 hope every possible means will be taken by you to afford
precautions ffiat will diminish the danger from this source.

Th·

Report of the Tax Commission
Prospective Tax System.

and a

In view of the Impending consideration
by you of the report filed with the
governor and council by u taxation commission appointed hy Governor Cobb. In
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 108, public laws of Maine of 1907, I
shall not discuss in detail those Issues
of taxation which otherwise would have
had a place herein. I refrain from thia
has
discussion because the commlaalon
placed before you, as the law making
for
branch of the government,
your de-

termination. such questions as the largAND WHIPPED CBEAM.
PUMPKIN PIE
er taxation of certain public service corMake a very rich pumpkin filling, usporations, a more equitable taxation of
Oiaie ciectiona in nuvemocr.
j the wild Ian0s, and the creation of a
ing an ordinary rule as a foundation, but
utilities
commlaalon—questions
consideration
the
to
also
public
I
and
you
suggest
substituting cream for the milk,
our
personal
legislation leading to * chftnge of the I that, whatever may be
doubling the number of eggs; spice well; of
be
must
now
met. Through the
to
elections
I
view·,
state
our
date
of
holding
bake in a rich cruet, and when cold put
tax commissioners* repoit these subjects
the
I
to
with
conform
so
as
spoonfuls of stiff whipped cream arouud November,
You do not
are explicltily before you.
the edge or cover the whole top evenly. tustoms in other states of the Un,°n·
need to be told how grave are to be the
to bring our election In presidential years
ultimate conclusions thereof, or how diCABBAGE AND NUTS WITH MAYONNAISE. on the same day as that of the
are the problems they
of presidential electors.
It Is a waste I verse and complex
I have no desire to
Shred some nice cabbage, and to each of time
and money to hold two elections I present. Certainly,
add to their complexity through the impint add a cup of English walnuts broken where one can serve sj« well.
I
which
position of personal opinions,
into good-sized bits; salt slightly, and
I hardly need call to your attention
add a cup of stiff mayonnaise; serve very the crowded condition of public depart- I might be construed to carry with them
of official approval or disapthe
weight
ments and the lack of adequate
oold.
In advance of your own candid
tee rooms In this state house for It U I proval
I shall not hesitate
J&LiLiI·
ritu^c* Δ. Λ υ nui
evident to you all.
Several departments I deliberations. Later,
address
to
you on any of these Issues If.
Cook soft some prunes, and take ont have been added within th. past few I In
my Judgment, It seems to me that the
the stones from the sides without break- years, the housing of which
are not
trowds the building, understanding fully I demands of Justice and equity
attained.
ing them: add half the quantity of cook- as you do that
a limit must be set upon I
ed figs or dates or nuts, and âll a mould; our
On the general proposition or the formuexpenditures In any given year. >ou I
pour over barely enough warm lemon must. nevertheless, note the serious con- I lation of the tax system I will, however,
an appeal that you make it, as far
enter
jelly to cover, and set on ice; serve with dltlon that confront!» us. Valuable doc- I as
possible, complete and durable Let It
uments are stored here In hasard of Are. I
cream.
be a system, not a subterfuge; let it
You have Inadequate quarters for jour I
To my
follow a policy, not a pretence.
BANANAS. committee work.
APPLES
STUFFED
WITH
There Is every Indlca- I
mind that system I* best which I* InCore some large apples after peeling, tion that the demand for room will in
ïluslve of all Interests in fair measure,
and in the centres put banana, filling crease greatly within the next two years. I ind easy of modification so as to meet
new departments arc created the questhe hole as full as possible; bake, bastneeds
of
the
succeeding generations
tion of where to house them becomes I
ing with sugar and water.
v«.rtouii ex- I without tearing down the whole strucpractically unanswerable.
The time Is ripe for the developpedlents have been suggested, such as the I ture.
SUET AND NUT PUDDING.
determlnerection of an office building or an ex I ment of a fixed policy and the
To depend
Make an ordinary suet pudding, and tension to the state house. I
ition
of how to enforce It.
suggest an I
add a good-sized cup of chopped nuts early consideration of this by the com- I exclusively on one source of revenue Is
not wise. There is an ethical, as well as
and another of raisins; steam; serve hot mlttee on public buildings.
s
in economical side to this question; for
with hard sauce.
The .School Question.
rou must not lose sight of the fact that
Several oonfeience* have been held I
tax system that Is broadly Inclusive of
CHICKEN SOUFFLE.
recently between the governors and go*- I (very Interest In the state Is hereby also
Mince fine a large oup of cooked chick- ernoi s-elect of the New
England
broadly Inclusive of a watchful care by
small
of
white the chief purpose· of which have been II [hose Interests to see that the
en; add a
cup
funds
sauce, a teaspoonful of chopped parsley, to promote, so far aa possible, iw"®* I :hus taken by the state are properly exof
tion along lines which the New
salt and pepper, and the beaten yolks
pended.
three eggs; cook three minutes, stirring statp.· have In common. I have been I
Easy Money Begets Easy Morals.
to attend some of these see
Drivileged
and
in
fold
the
beaten
whites,
well; oool,
I am aware that It Is frequently urged
bake for half an hour or a little more in slons. and It has occurred to me to sug- I
eest to you several^opîcs which ha β I :hat revenue la the sole consideration.
a good oven; serve at once; or bake fifbeen generally agreed upon as werthyof I >ut permit me to say. that in my opln·
teen minutes in individual
dishes.— especial attention
In order that so far l· on where the money from taxes flows In
we may fulfill our pert of
us possible,
golden stream Into a state treasury
Harper's Bazar.
the
the general plan to do all that 1» PO">bl« I rom sources seemingly apart from
A fad just now among people who go to increase the prestige of New England >eopIe, extravagance and corruption may
about a good deal is to pack everything hnd to benefit the Individual states. In I >nsue In the administration of public afin bags before it is put into the trunks.
«.nnecUon. I wish to call to your I alrs. Easy money begets easy morals,
The bags are of different colors and htt· ntlon five recommendation* relative I. tnd. in the final analyst*, the people alcommon schools and high schools 1 va ye pay the bills. It Is better, therefore,
to
our
sometimes of different materials for the
η my opinion to have every community
in Maine, which are Partioilar'y essenvarious classes of artioles belonging to
tial. it seems to me. to this state. If
I wys its share of the state taxes in some
the wardrobe. It is held by those who is to
orm of direct levy, that a responsibility
in
of
I
line
the
rest
New
with
keep
use the bags that by this means not only
Knpli-.nd in educational matters
I nay rest upon the state to make a proIs packing simfNifled, but that distress>or snowir.g of how the same was exFirst: The requirements of a
state
ing rummaging about after things is erlliitallon of teachers with a view to |il| tended, and that every cltixen may keep
from
its
better
the
tecure
I
It
be
forqualifications
eye upon the state. I believe that this
but
a
may
true,
prevented.
s a wise course, for It Is more and more
and higher salaries
for
th·
getful or absent-minded person would teachers
hers.
The average salary In tM I he disposition and the duty of the modtea.
surely need a key to inform him of the schools of Maine I» lower than any other If irn state to take over to systematic concontents of any given pink or lavender
rol those public functions hitherto relenorthern atate. and few southern states
bag. Still, every one has found bags for have λ lower average The result, of I gated to towns and cities in the bulldcertain articles most convenient—shoes, course. Is a constant drain of our teach- I ng and care of public highways and
for Instance, and corsets, and possibly ing force to other lines of work and to I irldges. the car· of the poor and th·
for stockings, though the last named other states So great la thla drain upon II nsane. and the aid to public and quasllubllc philanthropies which never will atlend themselves very well for filling us that even our normal schools.
•d largely by the state
fall fully to I ain their proper usefulness until they
spaces between larger artioles.
serve us in the supply of teacher· be- 11 >ecome the care and consideration of th·
raus· a large percentage of their grad- 11 rhole people of the state
It is a great annoyance, when perhaps uate« leave
soon
after grafuatlon for I
Relief From Excessive Taxes.
one is dressing in a hurry, to find the more remunerative field· of labor
Monthat fitted so oomfortably yester- ey spent for the common achool brings I Whl'e I speak thus for a system
ay is now so tight that it can be fasten- highest possible returns in good cltlxen- I rhlch shall be Inclusive, I heartily aped only with the greatest difficulty or ihlp. The achool house Is the poorest I irove of the general suggestion of the
commission's report
for relief from
possibly not at all. This may be due to place conceivable for the display of par- I ax
xcessiv· taxes on real «state and ,tangvarious causes—thioker underwear, a ilmony. The teacher la peculiarly worof his hire, and 1 believe that If we I ble properly In general, and the placing
lhy
different corset from that usually worn, ire to maintain
f α larger proportionate share of prop»rHie standard of our
or sometimes to a trifling attack of Indi- ichoola on the basis of
other New Engy reached by special taxation. In Maine,
gestion. A young woman who has ex- land states, we must pay aalarlea which M te have relied too much on direct propperienced all these difficulties now makes ■hall be proportional to the salaries paid It rty tax. The burdens have been Inequl·
two girdles exactly alike, except that by them based upon the coat and stand » able. 1 think it Is generally agreed that
I have li ome of our public service corporations
one is from a half to three-quarters of an srds of living in those states.
In
inch larger than the other. She says that no special suggestion as to definite leg- M nd the largely appreciated values
Illation covering this point, but It has I rild lands should pay a larger relative
the time spent in duplicating the girdle
occurred to me that If th· state take
ax than hitherto, and I hope that the
is a great saving to the temper.
lognlsance of the conditions and so pro(glslature will meet no serious opposl;eed as to assist in raising the standard 11 lon In the determination of a fairer levy
An automobilist of experience, or ex- >f the teacher In Maine
by proper certlfi- 11 pon the same. The method by
which
periences, states that wheel grease wbioh •atlon on the standards of teacher· In 11 his Is to Ue done Is for you to deterresists the usual treatment of lard or >ther states, the remuneration will fol- ir mine. I hope It may be simple, as far rekerosene may easily be removed by the iow. 1 believe that, today, we hav· as It moved as possible from manipulations by
teaching force In Maine as canι be I itercfted parties, equitable and feaslapplication of shaving-soap. Moisten fine a In
any other atate In the Union. It le The method ia Main* long has been
the artiole with a thick lather made with found
»ut It Is an unqueetloncd fact that every 11 i> tax rallrouds on gross receipts; I
hot water, and then rub the soap itself
year the difficulty of retaining our best t ave always believed In this method as
vigorously on the stain. Let it stand an leathers I· greater than before.
I identifie, practical, and especially «asy
hour or two, and then wash off with
Second: I would be glad to aee an I η f application, since It is absolutely unclear, tepid water. White serge and ncrcase in the minimum required achool Id er the control of the legislature. By
leans of il w<> show u greatly
increased
pongee have responded satisfactorily to I* ear.
i
Third: It has been suggested that air avenue from public service corporations
this treatment.
the past six years, and without the
hange be made In the free high school II
ddltlon of extra machinery, we have It
tbeao- aw permitting the approval of a standSpots of cream always
ird high school course of study for on·. 11 our power to secure additional reven·
pearanee of a tablecloth, without actualwo. three or four years. In place of the υ e. You will have before you, a stately warranting its dispatch to the laun- trbltrarv course of four years now r·· In tent of the
varying plans for the t^xadry. If the spots are lightly touched with julred.
on of railroads and other publie service
household ammonia and the stained porFourth: 1 strongly urge upon, you some It >rporatlons. I commend to yeu a
study
tion of the cloth ironed over a piece of Orrn of legislation to encourage medical 11 f the same.
olean white blotting paper, all traces of nsi ectlon In uur public schools.
! The direct Inheritance tax, the
taxaFifth: I suggest the fixing of a mini- 11 on of savings banks deposits in nationthe grease should vanish.
num of standard schoolhouse construe- 11 I banks, the graduated automobile
tax,
When outtiog out paper dolls or figures Ion and equipment In accordance with I I α annual tax on foreign corporation·
advanced
education—these 11 olng business In Blaine, a license fee on
of any kind, small nail scissors will be news »f
found most convenient for curves and itandards to meet both educational ana S reign corporations, new laws govern
sanitary requirements.
i ig the taxation of steamboats and an
tiny indentations. These rather trouble* ri«inal
suggestion for the apportionState Road·.
some parts are often so carelessly treatOther New England states are bu,1d- I ment of state tax wholly on land values.
ed as to detract greatly from th· beauty
y tereby more nscrly equalising the bur·
I ng statt roads on a general plan for tha i'
of the
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not for the fact that a fourth clement enters Into the situation, a spirit
rise*
which
of so-called nullification,
like a menace or stalks behind like an
evil thing in the night. I believe that
neither you as legislators, nor I as executive, will be doing our duty, If we fall
to oppose every step that tends to prochosen
have not
The people
mote It.
us In the full understanding of those issues to come here and hoodwink the law
or stultify ourselves. It is not my purI shall
pose to threaten or to cajole.
not declare here and now what I shall
I do
but
In
that,
do in thi» Juncture or
say, that whatever you do In regard to
must not
you
temperance législation,
legislate state enforcement out of the
The Issue rests with you, but
statutes.
I repeat what I have said, that If I see
in the deliberations of this legislature a
need of further and more explicit declarations from me, I shall not hesitate to
make them and In such time and place
as I think will be the most emphatic and
will do the most good for public welfare.
1 believe the prohibitory law to be wise,
judicious and salutary. 1 should consider it a disaster to the general cause of
public morals thiuughout the land should
they pass away from Maine.

It

Gel Health

to

the

voter

a

power

which

as

yet

When you're fedins out of tune
with the world}

suffering from «our
stomach, have

no

appetite, no ambition, take

TRUE* EUXIR
It make·

new,

red blood and put· it

into circulation. Brings the stomach
anddigestive system back to a healthy
condition, relieves constipation, and
ooweu.
ana bowels
stomach and
the stomacn
ilates the
regulates
Pleasant to take. Best worm remedy.
Used nearly 60 yean.
$1Λ0 per bottle.
DR. J. F. TRUE * CO., Ankara, Is.

gold

everywhere.

E. W.

JSC., 50..

He has made her, as we believe,
state.
He
fairer and richer than her sisters.
has lifted her hills, and cupped the harbors and the bays between the rugged
Our nabarriers to the restless seas.
tural beauties, the Inestimable wealth of
our forests and our water powers, our
Incomparable climate, the purity of our
rivers, the Intellectual and moral strength
of our people, these also, are our heritage, and these must be kept Intact for
I doubt the sinour children's children.
cerity of purpose of no man or Interest,
but self seeking frequently clothes Itself In a garb that bears the name of progress. forgetting the claims of the future In Its desire for the reward of the
present. Be cautious and on your guard;
remember that we are servants, not rulers. and that the talents committed to
our keeping for a time must be husbanded against that day when our Muster,
Γ'. ΐΓ·1β «hftll '•all upon n* for
wlr !« r!i

of Cooaty CommlaaloMre, December «es
A. D. 1908, held at Fait», Wttttojad tot

of

la* Tuesday

December, A. D19M, being tbe 99th day of

: road· duly located and open for
travel lying In unincorporated townihips and
tract· of land hereinafter mentioned In aald
County, for tbe purpose of aeeertalnlng tbe condition of «aid road· and estimating tbe amount
needed to put tbe mm 1b repair ao aa to be safe
and oonreulent for public travel; aad It appear
tbat aald road· were not
lag on aald Inspection
la rood repair aad not aafs and convenient for
and tbat a tax abouM
purpoeee of publie travel for tbe
repair of aald
be aaaeaaed on aald landa
roada therein ; titer do therefore on tbe 29th day
and order that
D.
A.
19»,
adjudge
of December,
tbe following auma be aaaeeaeil and tbe tame are
land· in untbe
following
aaaeeeed
upon
hereby
of land here

incorporated townahtpe and tract·
lnafter mentioned, for tbe purpoae of repairing
the road· passing through them during the year
190·, to wit:
A η dorer Wert

Surplus,

for the purpoae of

road leadrepairing that part of the County which
ONfrom
lies
And over Corner to Upton

ing
Surplus tbe sum of seventy-seven dollar*
and fifty cent· la aaaaaaed ae follow· :

In «aid

ί

,

t
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6

ο
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Ι
5

<

s

1

S

0*4
>
Τ
b
Q
Henry W. Dunn, part of bome100 | 116 $ 1 26
atead,
1 26
110
100
C. ▲. Andrew·, Boobter lota,
The IhternaUonal Paper Co.,
0900
7500 76 00
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
balance of townahlp,
Sis· or Style at reasonable prices.
$77 90
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Sur
extbe
to
auperlntend
plua la appointed Agent
1·
penditure of the same according to law and
If In waat of any kind of Finish for Inside ot required to give bond a· the law direct·.
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
of
Andover North 8un>lus, for the purpoae
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.
repairing ao much of tbe County way leadIn· from Andover Corner to Upton a· lie· within
of the Black
Work •aid Surplua, and alsoaaaolie·much
and
within aald SurBrook road, ao called,
turn of fire hundred and thirty-alx doltbe
plu·,
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
lars and eighty-four cents la aaeeaaed as follows :

Builders' Finish I

Also Window & Door Frames,

W.

E.

ON

Job

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

Maine.

West Sumner

ri
*

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Chase, R. L.

Chan.

Optieian.

LowestPricesiiOxiordGounty.
NORWAY, MAINE.

il

a

ο

Morton

$1200 |3β00

600
homestead,
Preston Γ. Austin, homestead, $00
300
H. A. I,ovejoy, homestead,
Chas. Chase, standing timber
on same,
Henry W. Dunn, old S. Larned
100
homestead,
200
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
Andrew Abbott, lota No. 22A23, 100
96
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett an l
Henrv Abbott, Iota No. 31*32, 1»
160
George E. Smith, timber lot,
Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
300
lot
and
on Sawyer Brook,
International Paper Co.. E.
Plummer lota 43, 44, 43 A 46, 400
International Paper Co., Iota
40,41,42,47,48, and Marston 800
lot,

300
300

β Ou
900

200

β 00

200
700
200
120

6 00
21 00
«00
3 60

223
200

6 73
6 00

374

U 25

S00

13 00

1000

30 00

International Paper Co.. remainder of township except
9900 12370 371 24
public lots,
•336 84

And It is hereby ordered that the tax aasesaed
against Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, F. A.
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn, Andrew Abbott.
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Henry Abbott, George E. Smith, and Β. I. Brown,
together with $312» of the taxes of the International Paper Company, amounting In all to
$433.16, be expended upon the road leading
from Amlover to Upton, and Burt Dunn of An
dover North Surplus is appointed Agent to expend the samt, and Is required to give bond as
the law directs. And the balance of said tax
assessed against the International Paper Company, amounting to ·103.β8 be expended upon
the Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, afore
agent to expend the same,
said, is
to give bond as the law directs.
and is

appointed
required

"C" for the purpose of
so called,
"Carry
in
said
lies
whlcn
so
township,
called,
Boau",
the sum of four hundred and ninety dollars and
twenty-live cents la assessed as follows.

Township
ON
repairing the Black Brook road,
lying in said township, and also the
Letter

5

S

The Dairy
Filter

and

Strainer

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

A.

W.

WALKER & SON

to sell our goods in the
towns of Paris, Norway,

Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they

can

be used

on a

pail, jug

Read what
any vessel.
the Press says of this wonor

>

Z

Water Power Co, of
Lewiston, dam, lot and build-

Union

he

into avenues of progress and re.
I do not ask you to do violence to
your party or your affiliations, but I do
ask you to remember that higher than
you or your party or your friendships, la
your duty to the state and. In the fear
of God and In respect of that duty, must
you bear ever In mind when you cast
your vdle that you legislate great consequences Into being, potent for good or
III, to Maine.
God has given great blessings to our

•TAT· or Μ1ΠΓΛ
w9

«lon,
thé'aaïd ιCounty of Oxford, OD the

CHANDLER,

be tested.

leads
form.

Court

Tkeepll

Initiative and Referendum.
During the year Just passed, we have
adopted the Initiative and referendum
by the vote of the people. This secures
hardly appreciates, and which yet has to
Under this, there can be small
complaint at Inability, either to sound
or
to participate In
sentiment
public
general legislation.
And now, gentlemen, members of the
seventy-fourth Maine legislature, in your
I proffer
care these Issues are placed.
them not In a spirit of self assertion,
demand
I
believe
which
but as Issues
your attention, If Maine Is to keep up In
the procession of her neighboring states.
The people will forgive honest mistakes,
but they never can and never should forgive wilful misrule. 1 do not stickle for
methods. I but plead for measures, deeplaid In justice and In right. I do not
ask you to follow absolutely In my way,
but I ask you to follow in some way that

OXFORD,

b

200 $7000 $129 SO
ings,
T. L. Coe, one-third, David Pin
Wheatland
gree, Ann Maria
and Anna P. Peabody. twothirds of remainder or said
township except public lots, 19000 19600 360 73

$490 23
hereby ordered that the tax assesed
against the Union Water Power Co., ($129.60) be
expended on the Black Brook Road in said town
ship, and Burt Dunn of Andover North 8urplu>ls appointed Agent to expend the same and is
required to give bond.
The tax assessed against Coe et als, ($360.73) to
be expended on the Carry Road in said town
ship, and Albert Jenne of Roxbury is ap
Agent, and is required to give bond ss
e law requires.
"C" Surplus, for tho purpose of repairing
so much of the County road leading from
Andover to Upton aa lies In said 8urplus, the
turn of dfty dollars Is assessed as follow·
CJpon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
uubllc lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Bangor, and two4hlrds by David Plngree, Ann
It Is

Stinted

ON

Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabodr,
the sum of llfty dollars; and Burt Dunn,
«foresaid, la appointed Agent to expend the
same and la required to give bond as the law
llrecta.

Academy Grant, for the purpose

Fryeburg
of repairing the only County road therein,
ON
of thirty-eight dollar* and elghty-aeren
the
sum

*nu la

aeaesee·! a* follow· :

derful invention.

Willard M'f g Co.,
Lewiston, Haine.
rnuBA it nwnviu»

To all persons Interested In either of the est· *·
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Parle, In vacation, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the JSth day of
Dec., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred aud clfht, the following matter
having been presenter for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parts, In said County, tnai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on the
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1909, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause :

published

Sufferer· who My they bare tried
everything without benefit are the peowe are looking for. We want them to
ple
know from glad ezperienoe that Ely's
Cream Balm will conquer Cold in the
Joseph Π. Davis, late of Woodstock, deHead, Hay Peter, and obstinate forms of ceased;
will and pctlt'on for probate thereof
Nasal Catarrh. This remedy aots di- and the
appointment of Julia Davis as adminisrectly on the Inflamed, sensitive mem- tratrix with the will annexed presented by said
branes. Cleansing, soothing and heal- Julia Davis, widow.
ADDISON E. DERRICK,
ing. One trial will convince yon of its
healing power. Price 60c. All drug- A true copy—Attest Judge of said Court.
or mailed by Ely Bros., 60 Warren
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
St., New York.
IT Ο TICK·
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lot

Λ»ίβοη Brown. W.

>

J. *· 7. 4

1-3 of 4, H. 7,
100
oi 5, H. 7,
AE.S.Stowell, S.K.l.J
R
I
5of5,
d Y*
ΙΛΟ
β
Α 1·2θί6,
7
Β.
ι,
7, α
Ε*1· Α· 8· Bean, lot· 1 Λ 2 In Β.
5. and part· of lota S, 4, 5 Α β,
Β 5, 4 A », Β. β, and 4, Β 8
and Ν Β. M 1, Β. β, and lot 7
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ii
Μ
Λ

VÎ

·»1

[?· V»arwel!i
Β β

8· B141, Β
M* 4,rarwel1·
Bennett, Ν. W. 1.4

,u£a~W·

AÎote>'n Brown· W.
flenry Stllee, homettead,
A.

"£'4^'

VM

α

stile·

Abbott, part lot 1,
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Bean, part loi 1, B. 4,

part meadow lot,
^;£;B«nnett,
Boecoe r. Croe·, lot S, Β. β,
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Pirst Passenger—"I wonder why the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
making snch a long stop at this been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of
station?"
DOROTHY C. r. HAMBLEN, late of Lovell,
BIley Plantation for the purpose of reualr
Second Passenger—"I suppose it is In
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
In* the road In «ld Plantitl,* ?u2nKp
because no one happens to be trying to bondsa^the law directs. All persons having
the place formerly occupied by Win. Gorman
demands against the estate of said dcccated are :he *um of one hundred and four dollar* aol
catch it."
and
train is

ON

SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
Racking la grippe coughs that may develop into pneumonia over night are
quickly cured by Foley's Honey and Tar.
The sore and inflamed lungs are healed
knd strengthened, and a dangerous coniition is quickly averted. Take only
Poley's Honey and Tar in the yellow
paokage. F. A. Sbnrtleff à Co.
"You never can tell," observed Uncle
Allen Sparks, "what lasting results may
be accomplished by an earnest word
spoken at the right time. Many a man
has had the shape of bis nose changed
For life by calling another man a liar."

Beer drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright'· Dlsase, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
san

be cured if

they

will take Bloodine

Blood and Kidney Tablets. 60 cents a
box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

desired to prewnt the same for settlement,
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
n«r lAth. 1MM
CYRU9 Κ. CHAPMAN.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Dc«ion«
COPYRIGHT· Ac.
Anyone lending a «ketch and dMCriptton may

quickly «jcertnin our opinion free whether «α
Intention I· probably patentable. CommOBlca·
tlona itrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patame
tent free, Oldeat agency for eecurta* patenta.
Patenta taken through Slunn à Co, reoei"e
rptcial notiee, without charge. In the

Scientific American.

A handiomely llluatrated weekly. Urn»t«f·
eolation of any «clentiflc Journal. Teraa, $1 a
rear; four montba, $L Sold by all newKlealera.

•CTtnty nlne cent· Is aweaaed

I

t

buy preferred
lay about It."

there is a little

longer de-

There is no case on reoord of a cough
sold or la grippe developing into pneunonia after Foley's Honey and Tar bas
j >een taken, as it cures the most obstilate deep seated coughs and oolds. Why
:ake anything else. t. A. Shurtleff &

< 3u.

"Are young men who

stay late really
objectionable as the funny men pre{ and?" he Inquired.

Im

"Not If

, nade

their intention· have been

known," answered she.

Then it

was

up to him.

Are yon tortured to death daily with
1 iceema? Why suffer when Bloodine
I )lntment will give yon Instant relief and
<
>ermanently oure you. 60c. a box mallid by The Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston,
lass.

"Thl·

little

girl

won't have a doll.

Vants a toy dog."
"What do yon think of that?"
"Looks Ilka the society mother In| tinot," answered the party of the first
j Nurt with » sigh,

/

Picture Frames
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ï^f.^£rl»er north of

rruc Kite·. 12 lot

Berlin

High Grade Portrait
in

Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,
NkkoltSti,

^

9, B. 13,

17
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hoe,e*'d·
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Paper Co., bal. of
"f™"'?"1
townahlp cxcept public lot·, 18945

98

18945

aDDofnlliT a° N' Llttleh*le of Riley

a

he

m so

PUn'taUon

«Ί"Ι«Ί to fire bond aa

law dlrfcu

-«··»«»

j C°M*7»£>nlr'·

DKÏ&>,jCoum/'oftxfonl.

DEAN a. BALLARD
ADELBERT
A true copy—attest
CHARLES Γ. WHITMAN. Clerk.

A LOW PRICE

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings

8

«

ο
3eo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma·
1000 «**"»<
f 2000 » 7 00
•on lot· β. 7, 8 4 », Β. I,
lame owner·, balance of town.
AndroInto
the
•hip draining

and Pictures,

&

follow» :

i

i

c

"What is the difference between pre-

ferred and common stock?"
"Well, if yon buy the common you
lose your money right off, but if you

a·

SOUTH PARIS.

—

Wool
9

close

out

ON

—

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

ip stock.

Dhas. F. Ri
Corner Main and Danfbrth St*.,

I0RWAY,

■

MAINE.

